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Wildwood Crowns Pageant Queens
ST. PETERSBURG More than 500 people attend
ed Wildwood Center’s 32nd

Wildwood contestants: Ash-

annual Miss Wildwood Pag

ley Bradley, 1st; Martha

eant on Thursday, March 20.
The winners are Loquitta

Smith, 2nd; Deshauna Henry,
Phadra

Yusuff, an 11th grader at

Haugabook, Ladai Haywood

Gibbs High School, Miss

and Keyona Squire.

Lil Miss Wildwood 1997 Shatoya Simmons

Junior Miss Wildwood 1997 Anshanta Wilson (R)

No Money Down!
Free Gift Just For Coming In.
90 DAYS SAME AS CASH!

Contestants were judged in
three areas: sports wear, for

mentary, Junior Miss Wild
wood and Shatoya Simmons,
a 2nd grader at Melrose Ele

pageant was hosted by the
Wildwood Center Teen

mentary, Lil Miss Wildwood.
Miss Wildwood contestants

pageant coordinator and dec-

mal w^ar and talent The

Council. Ann B. Neal was

nenp; Tanesha Stubbs, 2nd

orator, Barbara Simmons was
her assistant; Marci Neal was

runnemp; Harama Brijmohan, Zanetta Ellison and Iran-

Fowler, assistant

nye Moorer. Junior Miss
Wildwood contestants: Shara
1st;

choreographer and L Pola
Also helping to make the
pageant a success were teen

Deshannon

Please see pg. 15
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HOME FURNISHING CENTERS

Samara

a 4th grader at Perkins Ele

Givens,

A Credit Plan For You!

McCrae,

Wildwood; Anshanta Wilson,

were Laterica Critton, 1st run-

Miss Wildwood 1997 Loquitta Yusuff

Givens, 2nd; Clara Moorer
and Shanita Harrell. Lil Miss

WE BELIEVE
IN PEOPLE

BLACK PEOPLE MUST SELL AS WELL AS BUY OR ELSE REMAIN A “BEGGAR RACE’

7330 - 49th St. N., Pinellas Park, FL

St. Petersburg • Clearwater • Tampa • Largo • Palmetto • Tarpon Springs • Plant City * Lakeland • Winter Haven • Bartow
VOLUME 29 NUMBER 29

Election
Winners

MARCH 29, 1997

ST. PETERSBURG/TAMPA

Setting The
Record Straight

It Could Have Been You

by Sylvia Perry________

■__________ ____________________

When President Roosevelt created the welfare program as part of his ing down old tenements, replacing them with more modem facilities,
New Deal, it was meant to be a temporary measure to allow American relocating into various locations. All of these options are met with
citizens the opportunity to still look for employment while keeping their debate and criticism. Conservatives feel welfare redpients are unde
family from starving to death. Instead, for many it has turned into an serving of new housing with the rationale that if they really wanted it,
irreversible hereditary crutch that trains dependence and ignorance at an they would get our and work for it Scattered-site housing is an idea
early age. Welfare was not meant to be a vehide for black people to be everyone approves of, as long as it is not in their neighborhood.
ahead or even survive. Despite the overwhelming stereotype that the The residents ofour nation’s projects are a lost tribe of people. No one
majority ofthe welfare system is composed ofAfricanAmericans, only wants them and they have nowhere to go. We look upon their resi
a small percentage is received by blacks, instead ofthe majority ofwel- dences as eyesores and make extra efforts to avoid than. The people in
fere goes to whites. The problem is that considering the minute per these areas have created their own culture. Songs occasionally hit the
centage of blacks that make up the US population, 13%, a dispropor charts such as “First of fee Month,” which emphasizes fee exdtement
of receiving a welfare check. Clinics and birth control centers are placed
tionate percentage are dependent on welfare (about 5%).
“Affordable” housing was oiice a sSi^ w^y'forworidng families to inside or nearby to provide easyaccess to young mothers and their chil
have a safe, up-to-standaid neighborhood in which to raise their chil dren instead of churches and creative outlets. Substandard confec
dren. As times changed and requirements for living in these areas tioneries and liquor stores, which are the only ones around, are in walk
became more stringent, working dass people had to find somewhere ing distance. An entire independent existence can be found in fee
else to live to provide for those with a smaller or no income base. The perimeter of these residential villages.
end result eventually grouped thousands of poorly educated, non-work Next time you drive by one of these pIaces, don’t turn your head. Live
ing, idle people in a congested, confined area. These areas in the past in the reality that we have created for our environment Look at the res
few decades have become a breeding ground for crime, teenage preg idents and wonder about what they do all day. Notice the children play
ing in the street and dirt and anticipate their future. Watch the young
nancy and drug trafficking.
men
sitting on and around their fancy cars and imagine how they sur
Some people have used their childhood experience in these govern

David J. Fischer
Mayor-53%

Beatrice M. Griswold
District 2- 57%
Vernon M. Dixon II

Kathleen S. Ford
District 4— 51%

Photos by BILLTHOMAS

ST. PETERSBURG- In
all fairness to the owner of the

sells for $6.99. The store also

tore and business will support

offers a variety of sales pro-

the whole Central Plaza com

new Popeyes franchise, The
Weekly Challenger wants to

motions on a daily basis.

plex and we created over 50

Besides offering fair and

new jobs in the community.”

set the record straight

competitive prices, Dixon has

During the grand opening,

Vernon M. Dixon n, an
African-American entrepre-

a great heart for the needy.

oyer 1000 pieces of drumettes

“Before opening I fed over

were given away and the first

neur, is bringing money and
jobs into the community and

500

personally

20 guests received a free two-

searching out homeless indi

piece dinner. There were

is also giving folks a fair deal

viduals at the bus stops to tell

entertainment and activities

with his products.

them about the free food and

for the kids: downs, moon

welcoming them to Pop-

walk machine, face painting,

eyes,” Dixon says.

and for adults, a live jazz band

Dixon says that the reporter who covered the grand
opening of Popeyes “misquoted the prices by a gross
amount.” The article stated
that “5 pieces cost $10,” when
in fact, a 10 piece chicken box

people,

He continues: “The prop
erty that I built on had been
vacated for over 30 years. I

and WRXB did the announc
ing in live promotion.

built the third prototype Pop-,

So, go see for yourself that
Vernon Dixon is for the com

eyes in Florida and this struc-

munity and hopes the com
munity is for him.

ment projects to plant a seed of desire for a better future andhavegone vive. Look at fee pregnant teenager and see through her eyes who her
on to prosper. Others have chosen to join their environment as yet role models are. It may not be you or your relatives feat you see, but
another negative statistic. Unfortunately, neither usually does anything somehow or another, we all contribute to their well being and state of
mind. Then go home and look in the mirror, be thankful for what you
to improve the /hpod.
What are we to do with these places? Suggestions have included tear- have and realize it could have been you

Fraternity Holds
Regional Convention
TAMPA-Alpha Phi Alpha

nessee and Florida. Other bay

Fraternity will convene at the

area chapters partidpating in
the convention include chapters

Hyatt Regency-Downtown for
its southern regional conven

from Qearwater, St Peters

tion in Tampa April 10-13.
Hosted by the Tampa alumni’

burg, Bradenton/Sarasota and

chapter Gamma Zeta Lambda
and college chapters Theta

are expected to register. Chester
A Wheeler Iff, southern re

Gamma at the University of

gional vice president, will pre

South Florida and Rho Xi

side. Also attending the conven

chapter at St Leo CoIlege, this

tion will be the.fiatemity’s gen-

convention will indude frater

eral president Adrian Wallace.

nity members from Alabama,

Frank Peterman, Jr.
District 6- 63%

MBA Assn.Announces
Scholarship Program

SBA Seeks To
Serve The Whole
Community

Redpients of fee scholarship

National Black MBA Associa

award must agree to participate

tion announces its 1997 schol

in limited public relations activ

arship program. This year the

ities of fee association, agree to

association will award 25 •
scholarships ranging from
$2500 to $4,000 to qualified

become members for three

minority MBA students.

ship award package.
Applications must be submit

ness Administration (SBA)

ted and postmarked by March

announces the assignment of

31,1997. To receive an applica-;
tion and requirements for the'

Lynn Williams, a loan specialist, to work two days a week in

lished a temporary, part-time
presence at the Enoch Davis

scholarship award, contact

St Petersburg Coordinator of

Center, 111118th Avenue S in

Dorothy Raver at 327-2081.

SBA’s St Petersburg Initiative

St Petersburg as a part of the

graduate business or manage-'
ment program during the fell of
1997 or winter of 1998 pursuing an MBA degree.

For convention information,
phone 932-5015,265-8919.

Carolina, South Carolina, Ten

ST. PETERSBURG - The

Applicants must be minority
students enrolled in a full-time ■

John J. (Jay) Lasita
District 8- 62%

Georgia, Mississippi, North

Lakeland. Over 750 members

NEWS
DEADLINE
IS 4 PM
M0NDAV

III

Minority Small
Business Capital
Needs Assessment
Forum---------—
ST. PETERSBURG-The

lender, has developed a service

minority small business capital
needs assessment forum is an

to help minority small business

opportunity for members of fee

mine if a loan may be available

minority small business com

to assist them wife thejr busi

munity to pre-qualify for busi

ness needs.

ness financing by presenting to

owners/entrepneneurs to deter

SBA cautions

that

this

a panel of qualified volunteers

process is not to be interpreted

their business plan. All informa

as a loan approval.

tion shared will remain confi-

The forum is composed of

dentiaL The forum will be held

representatives from fee four

on Wednesday, April 2 at fee
Enoch Davis Center; 111118th

groups. All participants will

Avenue S.
Call Lynn Williams be

•Learn if their proposals are
eligible for bank/SBA financ
ing

tween 8:30 am and 5 pm to set

• Receive qualified advice
on how to proceed wife a loan

years and attend conferences.

MIAMI - To better serve

aligned with any faction in the

up your appointment on April
2 On Thursdays and Fridays

Cost is included in fee scholar

the entire community of St
Petersburg, the US Small Busi-

community. I feel this change is

call Williams at fee Davis Cen

• Receive, if needed, assis

in fee best interest of fee com

ter at 894-1810 or 898-6912.

tance wife their business plans

munity.”
Earlier this year SBAestab-

On Mondays, Tuesdays and

or their loan applications from

Wednesdays, call SBA’s south

either SCORE volunteers or

Florida district office in Coral

SBDC counselors.

EEEASE SEE PAGES 5,7 AA® 9 FOR
MONEY-SAVING COUPONS FROM KMART

Gables at 305-536-5521, ext

application.

SBA notes that there is no
guarantee of financing for the

■128.

Charles E. Anderson, district

agency’s St Petersburg Initia-

The SBA in conjunction
wife fee Pinellas County Ser

director, South Florida district

minority business owners or
start-ups. It is an opportunity,

tive. The initiative part of a larg

vice Corps of Retired Execu

however, to determine whether

office said, “What we are doing

er federal inter-agency task

tives (SCORE), the University

or not it will be worth their time

here is trying to serve the entire

force formed following two

■ of South Florida’s Small Busi-

and effort to develop a com

community. We want to ensure

episodes of rivil unrest last fell.

■ ness

plete loan application package.

that SBA does not find itself

Please see pg. 4

Development

Center

i (SBDC) and a community

2
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World-Class Standards Offer Advantages
By William Kronenbeig III
For News USA
(NU)-A new voluntary ap

tions for protecting the envi-

ronmental accidents, fines and
litigation are costly. From

customer’s demand. Stan
dards outlined by ISO 14000

employee training to materials

suggest ways for companies to

ronment
•Establishing Guidelines for

proach to environmental man
agement is the talk of the busi-

handling, ISO 14000’s guide

meet their customers’ expecta-

Your Suppliers: Many busi

lines are helping companies

•Insurability: To insurance

nesses seeking ISO 14000

ness community. Called ISO

establish effective environ-

14000, it’s a series of environmental standards recently

mental controls and proce
dures to avoid unexpected

companies, businesses cornplying with ISO 14000 are

compliance will require com
panies they do business with

issued by the Geneva-based,

expenses.
•Improving Your Compa-

International Standards Orga
nization (ISO) a wcMdwide
federation that promotes the
development of international
manufacturing, tradfe and
communication standards.

ny’s Environmental Perfor) mance: Today, companies are
j faced with various state,

nesses are taking the precau
tionary steps to control their

vendors to live up to the same

liabilities and will most likely

do is prudent risk manage-

benefit from a reduction in

ment

environmental standards you

Adopting a sound environ-

their environmental insurance
premiums.
•Meeting Your Customers’

mental

Environmental Expectations:

strategy. Look to the ISO

For many businesses, deliver

14000’s direction in keeping

ing a quality service or product
that poses minimal harm to the

your company on the right
path for effective environmen

environment is becoming a

tal management

impact of a business’products

meet minimal compliance
, regulations by establishing
? proactive risk-management

management, auditing, perfor

well Requiring suppliers or

! tions. ISO 14000 helps ease
i the demands for businesses to

ment by setting guidelines in
the areas of envirohmental

insurance risks. These busi

regional and national regula-

The standard addresses the
and services on the environ

likely to be viewed as better

to comply with the standard as

i systems that extend beyond
compliance.

risk-management

strategy is a smart business

mance evaluation, as well as
product labeling and life-cycle
analysis.
Many manufacturing and
service companies are likely to
feel strong market pressure to
comply with ISO 14000 in

Local Jack & Jill Chapter
ASsists Special Olympics

Revelation Mortgage Begins New Era
Of African-American Home Ownership
the traditional supports for

Luther King’s birthday as a

homeowner but frustrated by

multi-purpose entity to em-

home buyers. “Norwest’s ex-

the difficulty of financing a

minority home ownership,
Revelation has joined with

power black America.

new house?

Norwest Mortgage, Inc, the

Dr. Lyons noted the exper

pierience in providing face-toface one-on-one service will *

leader in its field, to provide a
substantial new source of

tise and track record of Nor-

be key in Revelation Mort-

west Mortgage, typical of

gage Company’s success,”

Revelation’s blue chip corpo

Dr. Lyons said.

Too many African Ameri
cans have had to answer yes
to that question, but now Rev-

funding for would-be African

elation Corporation ofAmeri-

American

ca, a historic empowerment
alliance involving five of the
nation’s laigest black church
denominations, offers a way

Revelation Mortgage Com
pany of America, a for-profit

out of the dilemma and a way
into the American dream.

joint venture that is now in the
process of securing licensing

The trail-blazing denominations which joined to create

nationwide and intends to
issue homeowner loans with

the Revelation self-empower-

rate partners. As he pointed

Mark Oman, president and

out, Norwest is the nation’s

CEO of Norwest, responded.

leading lender to first-time

“This venture will be ideally

buyers, with a retail network

positioned to serve the unique

of more than 700 branches in

housing needs of the nation’s

all 50 states.
Based in Des Moines, Iowa,

African-American popula

Norwest Mortgage, Inc. is a
subsidiary of Norwest Corpo

the partnership would create a

tion,” he said, promising that
“new precedent in minority

ration and is the nation’s

lending” and provide additional benefits by reinvesting
in the borrower’s community.

ment concert on Dr Martin
Luther King’s birthday in

the approval of HUD, VAand

leader originator, servicer and

the Federal Reserve Board.

wholesale lender for residen

1996, are National Baptist

And the “office” is as close as

tial mortgages. The company

Information about all Reve-

Convention of America, Na

the new company’s toll-free

provides funding for approxi

lation programs, an ID num

tional Baptist Convention,

number, 1-800-893-5555.

mately one of every 12 homes

ber allowing the individual’s

financed in the US.'

church to receive proper
financial credit and copies of

USA AMEChurch, CME

“Home ownership is the

Church and Progressive Na

central focus of Revelation

tional Baptist Church.

Corporation,” said Dr. Henry

In particular, Norwest has

the new discount booklet can

J. Lyons, president of NBC,

been cited by the Department

all be obtained by calling 1-

USA and CEO of Revelation,

of Housing and Uiban Devel-

800-893-5555.

created last year on Dr. Martin

opment as the nation’s leading

emment downsizing conti
nues to sweep away some of

international marketplace.

homebuyers

nationwide.
The vehicle for this innovative support system is the

As the current wave of gov-

order to do business in the

lender to minority first-time

Ready and able to become a

International business deal
ings, however; are not the only
incentives for American business to consider ISO 14000
compliance. For companies of
all sizes, many incentives are
figuring into the business deci
sion to comply. Other business
motives for ISO 14000 com
pliance include:
•Controlling Your Operating
Costs: Minimizing environmental exposures protects a
company’s bottom line. Envi-

1 out of 2
teens in
America
has taken
drugs,
lout of 2
parents
doesn’t
see it.

ALL MISSES’ SLEEPWEAR AND ROBES

DELICATES® BRAS AND PANTIES

Sale $30 Reg. $40. Misses’ Brittney Nicole*

Sale 10.50 Reg. $14. Amazing Bra" with

Sale 69.99 Reg. 79.99.1-piece tie-back dress.
Sale 99.99 Reg. 119.99. Jacket with print skirt.

print pajamas. Sizes S-XL,

removable pads.
Sale 4.87 Reg. 6.50. Lace panties.

Sale $28 Reg. $40. Worthington leather

25% OFF UNDERSCORE* BRAS & PANTIES

25% OFF SMALL LEATHER GOODS

:

25%-40% OFF 25% OFF

Send Us News!
If you have information that might make
a good article for this
paper, send it in, and
we'll try to use it in
an upcoming issue.

ALL DRESSES & PANTSUITS FOR
MISSES, PETITES, WOMEN’S & JUNIORS

ALL STRAW HATS

HANES’, SHEER HOSIERY, TROUSER
SOCKS, OPAQUES AND CASUAL
HOSIERY

Sale 21.60 Reg. $36. Large brim straw hat.
Sale $18 Reg. $24. Vintage-look straw hat.

SAVE ON
SPRING SHOES FOR WOMEN
Sale 21.99 Regl $29. Mixed Blues mesh sling
back flat.

helped cheer the students on to

special day for the students, it’s

victory. In between the events,

a special day for anyone
involved.”

15 as members of the Pinellas

the teens escorted the athletes to

County chapter of Jack & Jill

Olympic Village far carnival

served as buddies to assist the

games, prizes and snacks.

handbag.

SAVE ON ALL
MEN’S SPRING SUITS, SPORTCOATS
AND SELECTED DRESS TROUSERS
From Stafford’, Haggar’, Stafford’ Executive,
Conte di Milano’, Towncraff, Slates' by

Sale prices on Hanes® effective through
Sunday, March 30.

ST. PETERSBURG - The
weather was perfect on March

LEATHER & LEATHER-LOOK HANDBAGS
REG. $25 & UP

Levi’s’ and much more.

Jack & Jill ofAmerica, Inc. is
a non-profit family organiza

students participating in Special

Assisting in Special Olym-

tion dedicated to the interests of

Olympics. After the opening

pics has become a tradition in

children. The local chapter has

’ceremony and parade of ath
letes, the J&J teens accompa-

the local chapter. “We like help
ing out It’s a lot of fun,” said

CASA and Operation EAR.

'nied students to various track

Ajene Snow, teen president

and field events. They also

“Special Olympics is not only a

also made contributions to
Janice Clarke is president of the
Pinellas County chapter.

SAVE ON ALL
MEN’S DRESS SHIRTS FROM
STAFFORD’ AND STAFFORD’ EXECUTIVE

SAVE ON ALL

SAVE ON ALL

CITY STREETS’ DRESS APPAREL FOR
YOUNG MEN

MEN’S VAN HEUSEN' DRESS SHIRTS

Sale 24.99 Reg. 29.50. Stafford Executive

Sale $60 Reg. $75. Gabardine jacket.
Sale 19.99 Reg. 24.99. Gabardine pants.
Sale 19.99 Reg. 24.99. Embroidered shirt.

wrinkle free pinpoint dress shirt.

SAVE ON
MEN’S DRESS AND CASUAL SHOES

Lowest prices of the season!

Sale 39.99 Reg. 49.99. Giorgio Brutini cap toe

Now 21.99. Van Heusen Editions tone-ontone dress shirt.

oxford.

Cash in your bus tokens.
Clean out the garage.
Renew your driver’s license.
Get a new keychain.
Fasten your seatbelt.

SAVE ON ALL

SALE 11.99

SALE 14.99

DRESS-UP ACCESSORIES FOR GIRLS
AND BOYS

INFANTS’ APRON DRESS FROM
ALLISON ANN

MICHAEL JAMES' SHORT SETS FOR
BOYS

Reg. $16. Newborn up to 3 months and 6-9

Reg. 19.99. Infants 12-24 months and toddlers

SAVE ON ALL DRESS-UP APPAREL FOR
GIRLS AND BOYS

Loitomobile is coming.

© 1997# JCPenney Company, lnc.
Regular prices appearing in this ad are
offering prices only. Sales may or may
not have been made at regular prices.

Reg. $20. Toddlers 2T-4T.

months.

JCPemev 1CO

JCPenney’
I

L

SALE 14.99
ALLISON ANN RAYON DRESS FOR
TODDLER GIRLS

ove

your

Style-
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When Will We Ever Learn?
hotels didn’t think enough

The case against Payless

by George Wilson_________
There is an old saying

of the organization to even

them with their patronage.
Being the skilled linguist

Shoe Source is like a song

which goes something like

respond

written

that he is, Mfume stopped

that we have heard all too

this: “If a dog bites you
once, it’s the dog’s fault; if

inquiry. Those who did

short of calling for a boy-

it happens twice, it’s your

respond gave only partial
answers. The non-response

fault.” This seems to ring

of the hotels prompted the

true when you observe
some of the most recent
actions of the nation’s old

support for the action
undertaken by some of the

we learn that “God blesses
own?” Why

often. Payless generally

store managers. What he
didn’t say was that African

cott of these hotels and

sets up shop around Afri-

Americans have the power

zations use their resources

instead opted for a strategy

can-American communi-

to build a hotel or two? In

ties. Nationally, the chain,

NAACP to hold a press

that has been used not so
effectively
in
other

to virtually shut Payless
down if they would simply

conference where it pre-

instances. Mfume and the

sented its grading system

est civil rights organi-

for the,hotels. Just as stu-

zation.
After many had left the

dents can expect a failing
grade when they don’t do

the right thing” after a
meeting with them. Using

NAACP for

the

assignments, most of the

dead,

to

the

operates 4300 stores. Of

the child who has his
don’t

the

NAACP and other organi-

the case of Payless, it

this number very few Afri-

stop patronizing the stores.
Participants in the press

doesn’t require any real

others seem to think that

can Americans are found in

conference indicated that

genius to make an inexpen-

these businesses will “do

the chain’s hierarchy. In
fact, 14 African-American

Payless derives 60-70% of

sive shoe and offer it to our

its profits from African

people. The only thing that

store managers have filed

Americans. If we have that

history as a guide, what

suit alleging hiring dis-

seems to be lacking is the
will to break the mindset of

seems quite clear that it

group miraculously came

hotels also received a fail-

usually happens is that the

crimination, failure to pro-

type of economic clout,
why are we asking for a

to life to voice concern

ing grade for non-partic-

business makes a couple of

mote blacks even though

few jobs?

MEMBER

about the hiring practices

ipation, as well as poor per-

less qualified whites are

The situation with most

When tj the majority cul-

Southeast Black
Publishers
Association

of many of the nation’s

formance.
As
NAACP president

token hires, we celebrate a
victory and bring our dol

routinely promoted and

of the nation’s hotels and

ture wouldn’t provide
opportunities, we created

hotels and the Payless Shoe

NN PA FEATURE

CHILD
Watch
BY

Marian Wright
Edelman

of a producer.

lars to that business in

retaliation is taken against

Payless Shoe Source point

record numbers. To be hon-

any African Americans

in one direction. That of

the

before reporters, he was

est, the owners of the hotels

who dare to complain.

self-reliance. As I watched

our own. That spirit must
be reinvjgorated or else we

NAACP sent a question-

joined by representatives

know that African Ameri-

naire to the leading hotels

of several dozen African-

asking them

American

Kweisi

Mfume

The

Washington,

DC

representatives of African-

will continue to eat appe-

American

tizers while someone else

organizations.

cans of ,a certain status enjoy spending their money

branch of the NAACP is
throwing its support behind

stand before a bank of

number of African Ameri

The overall theme was that

in these types of hotels and

the

I listened

microphones to express

cans that they employed in

if these hotels don’t change

that we have no facilities of

attentively as Rev. Morris

their concern for the lack of

management

positions.

their practices, they would

jobs for Africans Ameri-

not continue to support

our own to turn to. What an
indictment on us.

Shearin, president of the

The vast majority of these

DC NAACP, voiced his

cans, I wondered when will

about the

The Gantt Report
by Lucius Gantt
What’s all this talk about illegal campaign contributions? Funny money has always been a part of political

Parents Need a TV Rating
System That Makes Sense

consumer instead

stood

Source stores.
In March 1996,

V ,nc-

being

campaigns, not only do unscrupulous candidates take in
illegal money, they dish it out that way too!
The most utilized way to accumulate illegal cash is to

plaintiffs.

organizations

enjoys the main course.

Letters to the Editor
Walgreens Fence

Jacksonville.

this

continues to this day in a

that crime, not racism is the

Dear Editor:

mean that there are only

different but no less viru-

issue, Perkins notes that

Perkins Shelton’s article
in the March 9 St. Peters-

two “crime-ridden” communities in the state of

lent form.

several

No African should have

inside the black communi-

burg Times titled “Security,

Florida? Of course not!

to be reminded of the crim-

ty are surrounded by bur-

A more accurate statement would probably be

inal and violent history of

glar bars and fences. Many

the US white population

white churches in the white

Does

black

churches

What kind of TV shows do your children look at? Do you

not report it at all. At least President Clinton and the

worry if their favorite shows contain violence, sex or inappro

Democratic Party reported the alleged wrongful Chinese

not Walgreens fence, is
issue we should tackle”

priate language? If your children are like most children, they

contributions that are in the news. Meanwhile, millions of

was a pitiful apology for

that only those communi-

when its legacy is carried

community are too. No

spend an average of four hours a day in front of the tube. One

dollars are funneled into campaigns by contributors who

the white corporate owners

ties which are black are

out today by rogue police

Walgreens in the white

who

community is. So, security

African people at will.

recent study found that children are bombarded with more than

give cash directly to the contractors and vendors who pro-

of Walgreens.It was an

held at bay by an 8-foot

2,000 television messages a day. And black children watch

vide campaign services. •
How many people know folks who have been paid in

attempt to confuse, divide

chain link fence.

more TV than other children. Two-thirds of black 4th graders

kill

and brutalize

is not the question.

and cripple the African

Secondly, the new code

Only whites and Africans

Walgreens is not a church

who serve their interests

nor is it owned or controlled by anyone in the

watch four or more hours of TV a day, compared with one-

cash to pass out flyers? To put up yard signs? To go on the

community at a time when

word for “niggers,” adopt-

third of white 4th graders and a half of Hispanic 4th graders.

radio and endorse certain candidates?

a call to unity and a stand in

ed by the US political sys-

forget these crimes and

We all do!
If I had been working in south Florida for all of my

defense of principle and the

tem is “criminals,” “juve-

make African people the

week, 49% more than other households. With hundreds of

integrity of our people are

channels to choose from, I think parents need help to make

career, I would be rich because hundreds of thousands of

criminals.
Of course,

good choices about what their children should and shouldn’t

campaign dollars, I am told, are passed out each election

urgent.
What is clear is that Shel-

nile delinquents,” etc. We
can no longer be mistreated
because we are black. We

always

watch. And parents need to stop using TV as a babysitter.
Earlier this year, the implementation group for TV ratings,
headed by Motion Picture Association ofAmerican president

in “brown paper bags.”
I encourage my clients to do the right thing. Don’t ever

ton has no qualms about

are now mistreated because

falsifying history and disre-

be ashamed, I tell them, of paying people that work for

garding principle in order

you. To show that you put people to work is a benefit not

to justify uniting with the

we are “criminals.”
As if on cue, Shelton suggests that white people and

a hindrance.

worst racist assumptions
held by the white popula-

On average, a black household watches 72 hours of TV per

Jack Valenti, introduced a rating system based on age, just like
the movie system, that consists of six broad ratings. The ratings
provide no information for parents about the content of televi

sion programs, no hints whether a show has a lot of violence
or sexual content or both. Under the industry’s rating system,
Y represents programs suitable for children two-six years old,
Y7 programs are for children seven and older, G programs are
suitable for all ages, PG suggests parental guidance, 14 means
Unsuitable for children under 14 and M programs are for
mature audiences only.
I agree with the dozens of academic experts, child advocates,
members of Congress, parent, health, religious and education
groups across the country that parents would be better off with

But many politicians feel if they are seeking conservative votes, they should hide the fact that they-have liberal
support. If they have liberal and moderate support, some
candidates don’t want it known that they received cash
from big business.
The only way to stop campaign violations is to make the
second offense a crime that requires a jail term. I say second offense because anybody can make a mistake one
time but if it happens over and over again, it is by design
and not coincidence.
Only blacks that raise a ton of money are ever faced with

their property are things

African community. It is a
white-owned corporation

is

which has come into our

by

community for the sole

those who hold power. As
Chairman Omali Yeshitela,

purpose of making money.
And it will make millions,
giving back nothing in

crime

determined

leader of the Uhuru Movement, says, “In a system
where there are slaves and

return but a pittance of low
wage jobs to a handful of
thousands of Africans who

that need to be protected
from a supposedly crimi-

slave masters, the slave

nal-infested African com

makes it illegal for the

black prejudices when he
declares that “crime” and a
supposedly criminal-infested black community has
compelled Walgreens to
cage itself behind an 8-foot
chain link fence. He inten-

munity.
To do so not only confuses the real, historical relationship that African people have to this white-dom-

slave to run away.”
Therefore, the issue is
much bigger than the
fence. It is about having the
power to determine how
our community is treated

respect and decency.
So, if Walgreens doesn’t

sifies his degree of error

How is it that African

tion.
He reveals his own anti-

inated system, it is a blatant
lie.

master writes the laws and

live in this poor, starving
community. Walgreens is
not doing us any favors.
At the least, we must
demand that Walgreens
returns a minimum of

and portrayed. Our com

want to respect us and fig-

munity must stand up to
determine how we are to be

fence will suffice to keep

treated by those who come

“the restless natives” in
check, perhaps we should

ures the 8-foot chain link

a rating system that describes content by using symbols such

questions regarding illegal contributions. Blacks don’t

when sjating that “to spend

people are now the thieves

as “V” for violence; “L” for language and “S” for sex. Asimi-

usually raise a lot of money so they are very careful, and

too much time defining and

and criminals when it was

lar system has been used for Home Box Office and other pre

sometimes stingy, about the way they spend it.
The only problem I have with black campaign dollars is

evaluating racism...would

white people who stole us

into our community to do

cast us as our own worst

and held us in colonial

business. We must not be

make them leave and up-

treated as outcasts in our

hold the integrity and dig-

which were followed by
another century of brutal

own community!
If Walgreens thinks black

nity of our people as well

I don’t care if they investigate Clinton and the Demo-

enemy.”
First, it is important to
clarify something: crime

slavery for three centuries

poverty and violence in the home. But TV violence increases

crats, but they should investigate everybody because all

has nothing to do with the

lynchings that were festive

folks are such thieves and

who comes into our com-

children’s risk of becoming violent, overly fearful or numb to

candidates do the same thing.

fence being constructed

gatherings for the entire

munity to do business.

around Walgreens. There

white communities. This

criminals that it has to cage
itself behind an 8-foot

are only two Walgreens in
the state of Florida caged in

was the violent and bloody

chain link fence, then it

underpinning of a racist

should do business some-

by a fence-one here in St.

system of political and eco-

where else.

Petersburg, the other in

nomic oppression which

mium cable television channels for the past decade, and we
ought to have it on every channel.
Violence in our communities and in our nation is caused by
a combination of foctors, including easy availability of guns,

victims.
Parents say they want all the help they can get A recent poll
sponsored by the PTA found that four out of five polled preferred a rating system based on content and using letters to
warn parents when violence, coarse language and sexual content appear in programs, rather than a rating system based on
age.
You have until April 8 to urge the FCCto approve a ratings
system that provides necessary information about the pro
grams your children may watch. Make your opinion heard by
calling the FCC toll-fiee at 1-888-CALL-FCC or by sending

that not nearly enough is spent in black neighborhoods
with legitimate black businesses.

They’ll do anything they can to win an elected office,
good, bad or illegal.
Well, many of them are like that!

We Welcome Your letters to the Editor

The average African con
tinues

to

die

relatively

young while most Westem-

years in Sierra Leone, 39.4

to live about four years

years in Liberia and 41

longer than men. For the

years in Uganda.

world, life expectancy for

The highest life expectan-

men is 62.2 years while that

cording to a new UN report.

cies are in Botswana (54.3),

for women is 66.5 years. In

Hdps Maximize Retirement Savings

If you were bom in Rwan-

Kenya (54.1), Cote d’Ivoire

the most developed regions,

da, chances are you will

(52.1), Congo (51.5) and

this male-female disparity

(NU) - Today, most people

survive only until 23, but if

Togo (51.0).

is as high as 7.6 years,

ire aware of the benefits of

cumstance and savings time
horizon will allow,” says

you were bom in Europe or

According to the report,

whereas in the less devel

saving for retirement, whether

Judith McMichael, Fidelity

Japan, you may live to 75

the average person in Japan

oped regions, women live

t’s through an employer-

Investments Retirement Ser
vices vice president “More

years of age or more, says

lives the longest, reaching

onIy three years longer than

The

up to 79.5 years, followed

men.

aggressive investing can help

World Social Situation.

sponsored plan such as a

the

new UN study,

101(k), individual retirement
account (IRA), or both. When

counter the impact of inflation

The report points out that

Canada at 78.5 years. The

ever, women’s life expec

it comes to IRAs, however,
you may not realize he flexi-

over the long term and help
build a savings pool that can

the lowest life expectancies

overall figure for Africa is

tancy improved by four

are in Africa, while the

51.8 years, for Asia 64.5

^ility and range ofchoices you

last through retirement, which

highest are in Europe, North

years, for Latin America

have in terms of investment
options. By not folly under

could be as long as 30 years.

years over the past decades
while male life expectancy

America, Australia, Japan

68.5 years, North America

And, in a tax-deferred vehicle,

improved by five years,

and New Zealand.

76.2 years, Europe 72.7

thereby

standing your options, you
may be limiting your assetbuilding opportunities.
“When investing for retire-

such as an IRA the assets can
I grow even faster than in a
I comparable taxable investment”

ment, you should consider

' An IRA allows individuals

being as aggressive as your
risk tolerance, individual cir

• under 701/2 with compensa-

Please see pg. 4

Sobukwe Bambaata
Media coordinator of
Uhuru Movement

Africans Die Early, Westerners Live Longer

ers live much longer, ac-

e-mail to vchip@fcc.gov.

To buttress his arguments

as set the terms for anyone

Rwanda, which; experi
enced genocide in 1994,

by Iceland at 78.8 years and

In North America, how

decreasing

the

years and Oceania 72.9

male-female gap from 7.7

years.

years to 6.7 years. The.

saw life expectancy decline

Although there is no gen-

from 46.3 years in the peri-

der breakdown by country,

decreased slightly in Africa,

od 1980-85 to 22.6 in 1990.-

the study says that on aver-

from 3.1 to 2.9 years.

95. Life expectancy is 34.4

age women can be expected

male-female

gap

also

“ Since I hurt my back at
plant, I can’t return to my
-old job. Fortunately, my Workers’
Compensation lawyer included a good
retraining program in my benefits. Now
I’ve found work I’m qualified to do,
even with my disability!”

.

In our state, Workers’ Compewnatfon
laws are very complex. If you have a
job-related injury or ocenpatinnal
bk
disease, our experienced
Hfeh-.
Workers* Compensation
attorneys can be sure
^you are adequately
IBS^,. compensated.

"All I want
to do is go
back to
work."
attorney at law

NATHANIEL W. TINDALL, II
The secoond and third American presidents, John
-Adams and Thomas Jefferson both died on Independence
Day, July 4,1826.

Tampa: 205 West Buffalo Ave., Suite 103
Tampa, FL 33603 - (813) 237-3560
Clearwater / St. Petersburg - (813) 443-1835
Bradenton / Sarasota - (813) 748-2952
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HCC Honors Henry Carley

MBA Association
from pg. 1
presence will not be full time

TAMPA - “From Whence

“I am placing Lynn Wil-

We Came” was the theme of

liams in this position because

nor will it be permanent

the recent blade history pro

she has 24 years experience

gram and tribute to retired
Hillsborough
Community

with all SBA programs. I have

A this time, SBA’s tempo
rary presence at the Davis Cen

in

ter will be on Thursdays and

College administrator Henry

Lynn’s ability to handle the

Fridays from 8:30 am to 5 pm.

Carley. While at the college,

highly complex and diverse

Williams will coordinate pre

Carley devoted many hours to

daily demands we will face

qualification loan and regular

here,” said Anderson.

SBA loan counseling and mi

tremendous

assisting students, especially
<>'/■

needy minority students, ac

*

quire financial aid, leadership
roles and career opportunities.

_________ ■ I

During the program, which

■ IP

was sponsored by the college’s
African-American? Student.
Union, a scholarship was

•II -

named alter and presented in
honor or Carley’s untiring

i \ 1

'■

*Tz*r

MR

efforts on behalf of students

L-R: HCC student, Henry Carley (Honoree) and
Ann Jenkins, Program Chair and President, HCC,
AASU.

and the community. Carley
received a plaque from the stu
dent union president and pro
gram
coordinator
Jenkins.

£'t.,,

Ann

SBA anticipates another

nority enterprise development

change. On April 1, SBA will

counseling, including a minori

co-locate its presence with other

ty capital need assessment

federal agencies involved with

forum.' She will help individu

the inter-agency task force.

als seeking guidance and advise

Anderson said, “When the fed

on how to start a business.

eral inter-agency task force was

To teach Williams, call 813-

originally formed, there was an

894-1810 or 898-6912 at the

understanding that once a task

Davis Center on Thursdays and

force coordinator was in place

Fridays. On Mondays, Tues-

and once office space was ob

days and Wednesdays Call the

tained, all involved agencies

south Florida district office in

would operate under one roof.”

Coral Gables at 305-536-5521,

Anderson re-stated that SBA’s

ext 128.

f We welcome Your Letters 1

Dr. Sandra Wilson, former
HCCYbor campus provost
and Hillsborough

confidence

To The Editor

County

Send your letters to:
2500 • 9th Street South
. St. Petersburg, FL 33707 w

L-R: Dr. Sylvia Carley, Carley’s daughter and Henry CarIey (Honoree).

commissioner, delivered the
keynote speech. She was pre
sented by Urban League exec
utive Anna Gardner.
The program was emceed
by Barbara Bethel. Other par

Help Maximize
Retirement Savings

ticipants included Mary Jane
Henry, Candice Hall, Rev.
Moses Brown, International
Performers and Dr. Lois Gas

from pg. 3

ton. A moving dramatic interpretation was presented by

tion to contribute up to $2,000

each type of investment when

membes of the student union.

per tax year to the account

deciding what is right for you.

‘We were very fortunate to
have Mr. Carley work with

Earnings on all IRA contribu

There are three key elements

tions grow tax-deferred and

to consider when investing

us,” says Jenkins. “As a result
of his foundation, we will con

for many Americans contribu

your IRA contributions:

tions are also tax-deductible.

•Your time horizon: How

tinue to make our vision a real

Individuals with adjusted

long before you will be withdrawing from your IRA?

help support our paper by.

gross income (AG1) of less
than $25,000 and married
couples with AGI below
$40,000 can fully deduct their

tion: What are your current

patronizing our advertisers!

IRA contributions.

income needs and how much

You! Can Hake A Difference -

ity. We will work to promote
unity, to provide support and
foster social service among all
African Americans.”

Facing The Facts
About Sagging
Chins And Ffecks

(NU) - Maybe you exercise to
firm the flab. But let’s face nN
When it’s time to do something

When it’s in place, you form the
smallest “OV/ possible with your

And that causes the attached skin

lips. Compressing and releasing

to become firmer and more toned

about those wrinkles and droops

against the force of an elastic rub

So how many repetitions do

around the mouth, you reach for a

ber band exercises the muscles of

you do with your fecial exercise

jar of moisturizer.

the face, chin and neck.

equipment? Try two-minute

Depending on the type of

TAMPA
TAMPA
TAMPA
1IIVORH V JOB FAIR
???”Tired of Same Oldjob Fairs”???

IRA account you establish,
IRA contributions can be
invested in a variety of instru
ments including certificates of
deposit, money market

•Your current financial situafinancial

resources

and

can you contribute to your
IRA? Are there any trade-offs
you can make that will allow
you to invest more for your
future?
•Your attitude toward risk: If
your time horizon is long, you

"JOB FAIR SEMINAR”

accounts, bonds, U.S. Trea

III! ’’Resume Writing - Job Search Techniques”!!!!
10:30 A.M. and 2:30 P.M. • “1 Hour Seminar!”

sury notes, stocks of individual companies and mutual
funds, IRAs make particular

may Want to be more aggres
sive in your investments, seek

15-20 Regional Employers!

sense if you are interested in

er associated risk Only you

stock funds or individual

can decide what level of risk

stocks, because any gains or

makes you most comfortable.

and tighter, the researchers say.

ALL AREAS! ALL LEVELS! • Professional, Technical, Entry Level

ing higher returns with a high

Now, a company that devel

When researchers at a leading

workouts twice a day. That’s

WHEN:

WHERE:

dividends are reinvested each

oped a device originally designed

about as long as it takes to reach

year without being taxed, and

for fecial bum victims, wants your

investment portfolio, includ-

the device through its paces, they

face to get a workout too. The bot
tom line: exercise can tighten up

female volunteers. The most

you can make adjustments to
your portfolio without trigger
ing capital-gains taxes.

ing the one you build for your

noticed improvement in 27

the sags. And you can do it with

noticeable difference was in those

out even breaking a sweat

who had the saggiest skin.

for fee jar of moisturizer and
smear it all over your face.
For information about FacialHex, call 1-800469-FLEX (1800-469-3539) or write to Facial

Sat., April 5, 1997
11:00 A.M. - 4:00 EM.

Ramada Inn at the Airport*
5303 West Kennedy Blvd.

One final tip—any type of

independent testing laboratory put

Fadal-Flexisasmalldevicethat

As facial muscles become

fits in the comers of the mouth.

stronger they also become shorter

FREE TO PUBLIC

Phone:289-1950

STUDENTS, WOMEN, MINORITIES
!!!!Encouraged To Attend!!!!

Concepts, Box 99, Blue Bell, PA

TAMPA

19422-0099.

TAMPA

TAMPA

Resumes Encouraged: RO. Box 90857, Washington, 20090-0857

IRA should be reviewed on a
regular basis, at least annually.

Every type of investment
has different objectives, risks

This is the best way to help

and rewards. It is always

strategy is still in line with your
investment goals.

important to understand the

ensure that your investment

potential risks and rewards of

Crisis
Center
Needs
Volunteers

Why notjoin? Call 898-8827

EASY"
Step-By-Step

PHA/AA

FLORIDA’S
AFFORDABLE HONE PROGRAM

Consortia, Inc.

Business People For Better Development

When you deal with these
companies, Consortia
guarantees the highest
quality & the best of service.

We will show you how to own your very own

TAMPA - Some people in

DAN’S UPHOLSTERY

the community suffer from
mental fears and anguish so

898-8827

intense that they consider doing

GREEN
1
ANO SAVE < 32 vears Experience
J We
r,G [provide
ipiwiua in-home
m-injiiia estimates
uauuiciitts

harm to themselves and/or oth
ers. Some are innocent! victims

Many gorgeous homes to choose from!!

of rape, sexual abuse or other

• 1st Time Home-Buyer Specialists

brutal crimes, while others are

— Assistance Funds Available —

very lonely or alone. v
These people need a safe

LOW DOWNPAYMENT • from $400 Total Monthly!

place to call when life hurts.

Here are just a few items your new home comes with:
High efficient Central

safe and secure. To learn more
about volunteer opportunities,

Heat and Air

8411. You can make a differ

System

ence!

..

NEW Ceiling Fans

Grade Carpet

Accents

Asphalt Pavement & Concrete Work
Fill Dirt & Top Soil
2366 Kingston S.
St. Petersburg, FL 33711

Digital Beeper 429-7771
Cellular Phone 327-1863

Inside Washer/Dryer

Shiny NEW Bathrooms

William “Ikemba” Crowley

A«L« GREEN

NEW Designer Paint

NEW Plush High-

Hires

NEW Custom Gourmet
Kitchen

State-of-Art Security

call Vicki Hawkins at 238-

480-0590

Special Accounts Manager
Financial Options Available For Everyone
Call Now About Special Programs & Discounts

Save Time & Money - Call William Before
Buying Anywhere Else!
Inquire About Bonus
Referral

■*

5326 34th St. N.
St. Pete, FL33714

Fax: 813-526-7581
Phone: 813-525-4990
Pager/Voice Mail: 813-529-7102

Hook-Ups

Our neighborhood is as good

A Full Service Salon and Boutique Items We’ll Pamper You!

as the neighbor that resides in if
If my opinion is worth so

,, HURRY - DON’T DELAY

much, then why do Igive it
away?

. >■> Call for a FREE Consultation

A smart person knows how

Annie s Hair Boutique
Annie Thomas, Proprietor
Press & Curls
Stylists: Annie Thomas, Barbara Maddox, Brenda Johnson, Natalie Hill

874-8317 or 877-6034

to make money, but a wise per
son knows how to use it wisely

won’t miss it

•

Crown Automobile Representative

help a person return to feeling

because if we lose our head we

/

Form Rubber Cushions, 4 in,
thick
22x22, cut to fit - $13,50
5 yd. chair, labor & fabric - $169.50
10 yd. sofa, labor & fabric - $299.50

Your time and talenis could

Be careful not to get mad

“Your Budget Decorator”

iTHlNItL,

i

Se Habla Espanol

Nail Technician Needed
575 - 49th Street Siuth, St. Petersburg, FL 33707 • (813) 323-0269

F.S.8.

6850 Central Avenue / P.O. Box 43999
St. Petersburg, FL 33743-3999

Specializing in damaged liair • Let my fingers work wonders for your Lair.

(813) 347-7283
Fax (813) 345-5858
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Williams Named
Vice President

Providers Of Good The Best Deal In
Nursing Home Care Town Just Got Better
ST PETERSBURG- Sun-

high standards ofgood nursing

coast Nursing Home and Vic-

home care. By addressing the

toria Martin Nursing Herne re
fine facilities that provide health

needs of the residents in a com

care services to the community.

ion, Suncoast and Victoria

Both facilities share a rich tradi

Martin prove to be an asset to

tion of providing quality care.
In as much as both have
served the community well

the community.

throughout the years, improve
ments and changes have been
made to guarantee continued

Moreover, both facilities offer
a family-like setting that up
holds the rights and dignity of
the residents. Each facility

growth. Necessary factors such

serves as an institution that
maximizes the residents’ abili

as maintaining a dedicated and

ties and minimizes their disabil

stable staff work to ensure the

ities. As community oriented

deliverance of quality care.
Also the positive attitude and

facilities, Suncoast and Victoria

continued education of the staff

Martin extend an open invita
tion to all citizens to come in

promotes an evolving new

and witness the change that is

image.
Subsequently, this new
image presents a clear and fresh

Brenda J. Williams

petent and compassionate fash

their new image.
After all, in time of need, you

manager of the North Oakhurst
office.

environment that is a phis to

can rest assured that Suncoast
and Victoria Martin are

providing quality care. The

providers of good nursing

of Barnett Bank, NA Pinellas

home care. For additional infor

She holds a degree in busi

County, announces that Brenda

mation, contact Jerry Franklin,

J. Williams has been named

ness administration from the
University of South Florida

facilities’ overall services create
a sense of well-being that is
essential towards securing the

marketing coordinator, at 821-

vice president and office man

and currently serves as a mem

ager of the Central Plaza office.

ber of the student advisory

Sincejoining Barnett in 1986,

council for Southside Funda

Williams has served in various

mental Middle School in St

capacities, most recently as

Petersburg.

ST. PETERSBURG-Sam
A Davis n, president and CEO

CLEARWATER - Darlene

dosing costs. The buyer may

Kalada, director of the Housing

negotiate with the seller for sell-

Finance Authority of Pinellas

er contributions and/or may use

County, announces that the

a gift from a relative to further

requirements for the 5.75%
SHIP Assisted Loans have

contribute to the transaction.
FHA allows the buyer to

been modified to permit a total

finance the mortgage insurance

of 1-1/2% cash contribution by

premium. “Qualifying buyers

the buys- (formerly 3%). The

will be able tobuy a home with

city of St Petersburg and Pinel
las County provided SHIP
funds used in conjunction with
the authority’s 1997 first time
buyer mortgage loan program.

STEWART, JOYNER
JORDAN-HOLMES, HOLMES, PA.

2 persons, $25,900

creases the mortgage loan rate
to 5.75% and provides 5% of
assistance to be used toward

6 persons, $37,600

would need $750 of their own
funds. The buyer would receive
$2,400 to $2/500 credit at clos

Please, when sending in pictures to be
published include names and phone
numbers. Otherwise, we have no way of
knowing who they are. Thank you.

The income qualifications for

3 persons, $29,150

ment Kalada gave an example:
A buyer purchasing a $50,000
home with FHA insurance

ATTN: WRITERS

the program are:
1 person, $22,700

4 persons, $32,400

closing costs and downpay-

l News Deadline is 4 PM Monday

very little cash,” said Kalada.

The use of both programs de

5 persons, $35,000
The sales price of he home
cannot exceed $83,491 for
existing homes and $88,679 for
new homes.
Interested buyers may call toll

T. Elaine Holmes • Arthenia Joyner • Eurich Z. Griffin • Delano S. Stewart • Clark Jordan-Holmes

AN “AV” RATED LAW FIRM
OVER 125 YEARS COMBINED LEGAL SERVICE

free 1-800806-5154 for a free

• NURSING HOME INJURIES (BEDSORES)

information packet

ing toward down payment and

• AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS
• WRONGFUL DEATH
-SLIP AND FALL

3544.

112 E. KENNEDY BOULEVARD • TAMPA, FL 33602
813-229-9300
The hiring of a lawyer is an important decision that should not be based solely .
upon advertisements. Before you decide, ask the lawyer to send you free written
information about their qualifications and experience.

1OO Black Men
Receive Gift From
NationsBank
CHARLESTON, SC- 100

Thomas W. Dortch Jr, national

can market development unit,”

Blade Men ofAmerica will use
a $350,000 gift from Nations

president, said: “NationsBank

said Shedrick Barber, national

has been a long-time supporter

unit coordinator. “NationsBank

Bank to help improve the qual

of the 100’s programs. This

partners with organizations like

ity of life and educational op

philanthropic contribution will

100 Blade men to strengthen

help to support our mission to

the communities we serve.

portunities for African Ameri
cans and minorities throughout

empower a new generation of

the country. The contribution

leaders.”

was presented in Charleston,
SC at a regional training confer
ence of the organization.

‘This gift is consistent with
the goals of NationsBank and
its professional African-Ameri

Send Us News!

If you have informa
tion that might make
a good article for this
paper, send it in, and
we'll try to use it in
an upcoming issue.

These resources will not only
benefit our communities, but
will also benefit the individual
members of 100 Black Men of
America as they go forward in
.their important work.”....

“Smith” The Coupon Man
Why WAIT UNTIL SUNDAY?
Call The Coupon Man
Food. • Personal Hygiene • Cigarettes • Meats • Etc.

COUPONS OF
YOUR CHOICE
9100.00 Saving
for 815.00

A & S ENTERPRISE
2107 - 18th Ave. South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712

■ters
flJIjiy
You choose the best because yodrTaw
tUgtnmthe girls../
This sale offers a little someth ingulf' tjvou
pons for
low, low Kmart prices plus instant C
the best prices ever.

RED'S

1.00 MANUFACTURER’S COUPON

(GOURMET FAST FOOD)
Leg, Fry & 12 oz. soda $1.29
Little Red Hamburger & 12 oz. soda $1.29

BURGER SPECIALS!!!!
• Little Red Hamburger

991

Cheese - 250 extra
Made from fresh ground beef!

SAVE 1.00 OFF

Dark & Lovely
No-Lye Relaxers

Beautiful Beginnings
No-Lye Children’s
Relaxer

2 pc. Dark & F.Fries

Regular or Plus

Ml V
I
I
UNI

Carson Products wilbpay you face value plus 8< handling, per our redemption policy, available
upon request Mail td: P. 0. Box 8004, Walled Lake, Ml 48391-8004.
., ■

Consumer must pay any sales tax. Cash value l/100c. EXPIRES 4/19/97

Consumer must pay any sales tax. Cash value l/100c. EXPIRES 4/19/97^

Must postmark by 5/17/97

•Z™

Cheese - 25<c extra • 11 AM to 2 PM

$6.99

EEB

WjjC

Must postmark by ,5/17/97

2.00 MANUFACTURER’S COUPON

Assorted Shades
EHE0 KMART: LIMIT ONE COUPON PER PURCHASE
Luster Products will pay you face value plus 8« handling, per oUr redemption policymailable
upon request. Mail to: R 0. Box 8004, Walled Lake, Ml 48391,8004.

Must postmark by 5/17/97

ram

Saturday Special 10:30 AM to 7 PM

Open 10:50 a.m. until 3 a.m. In the morning

I1M KMART: LIMIT ONE COUPON PER PURCHASE
Carson Products will pay you face value plus 8c handling, per our redemption policy, available
upon request. Mail to: R 0. Box 8004, Walled Lake, Ml 48391-8004.
Consumer must pay any sales tax. Cash value l/100<. EXPIRES 4/19/97

“

Must postmark by

S/Yl/91

faw

•WARNING: Follow directions carefully to avoid skin and scalp irritation, hair breakage and eye injury.

3951 34th 81. South, 81. Petersburg
2915 N. Dale Mabry Hwy., Tampa
8245 N. Florida Ave., Tampa
2008 8th Street NW Hwy 17, Winter Haven
1970 State Road GO East, Lake Wales

___ _______ Feed The Family For $5.99!__________
All specials ends at 11 pm except where otherwise stated.
No substitutions on any specials.
Our Burgers Are Famous & Our Chicken is Legendary!
Leg or Thigh w/Fries 991

170116th street south, St. Pete

Any Dark & Lovely
Hair Color Or
Reviving Color

Regular or Plus

8 pcs. Dark, 1 Small F.Fry, 1 small Okra, 4 dinner rolls
and 2 -16 oz. sodas (your choice)

At RED’S we serve fast food cooked fresh!

SAVE 1.00 OFF

Excelle Salon Performance
No-Lye Relaxer

Consumer,must pay any sales tax. Cash value 1/1004. EXPIRES 4/19/97

New Product At RED’S: Fried Okra!

SB

1.00 MANUFACTURER S COUPON

SAVE 2.00 OFF

$4.99
h

kmart: limit one coupon per purchase

Products will pay you face value plus 8a handling, per our redemption policy, available
upon request. Mail to: P. 0. Box 8004, Walled Lake, Ml 48391-8004.

$1.99

10 pcs. Mixed & 5
Rolls

imran

CEEQ KMART: LIMIT ONE COUPON PER PURCHASE

10 pcs. Dark
& 4 Rolls

LUNCH SPECIAL

Big Red Hamburger
Small F.Fries
20 oz. Soda (your choice)

CHICKEN
SPECIALS

1.00 MANUFACTURER S COUPON

SAVE 1.00 OFF

Black History Month Special

also locations in

Everything we do
is built around you.

5

Clearwater, Brooksville, Crystal River, Ocala,
Inverness & Gainesville

6
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WINN-DIXIE STORE COUPON EXPIRES 4/2/97

DOZEN LARGE
America’s Supermarket
DAIRY

Limit ? With $ 10,00 Or More Purchase
□ 1-DOZEN:$AVE50$ /
□ 2-DOZEN: SAVE $1.00

lAMgEWQW

..
*

Partners hr Figkttm cancer
No Limit! 64-Oz. Carton,
Orange Or Grapefruit,

oupon

Attn

100% Pure

Premium
Juice

Limit! 32-Oz. Carton,
Regular Or Fat Free,

No

Farm Rich

Non-Dairy
Creamer
Limit! 8-Oz. Package,
3- Cheese Gourmet Cheddar,

No

(: > ?dPepst' ; 4
111! Products 7H

WlHAMS
WE NOT
MSATED
Mfr.

111
12-Pack, 12-Oz. Cans
1|||
■Hi I With $10.00 OR MORE FooiOHB

4- CHEESE COUNTRY CASSEROLE,

Whole Smoked

^Bve'you
M to
OBBhort
OlNto
Ofotf’pay

Ham

6-Cheese Italian
Or 4-Cheese Mexican

I

Sargento

Shredded^
Cheese Jfi
No Limit! 3-Lb. Tub,
Regular, Churn Style

And

__

W

Or Light®

Shedds

1

Country
Crock
Margarine

4

•■for

WE DARE YOU TO COMPARE OUR QUALITY!

Patters hi Fishtim Cancer

Limit! 64-Oz. Carton,
Orange, Grapefruit,
Or Home Squeezed Orange Juice

GiWDE'A FROjfei

BUTTERBALL

I Turkey J
\ 18-Lbs. And Up

No

Old Milwaukee
IF' Beer
II'

12-Pack, 12-Oz. Ca®8!!1

Potatoes
10 Lb. Bag

Florida’s
Natural
Juice

No Limit! 32-Oz. Cup,
Whole Milk, Deli

Sorrento
Ricotta
No Limit! Gallon Jug,
California Style Or Regular

W/D* SELECT LEAN

|,

jRtfr

|

Pork Loin Roast

"■

alabkxm"

Sunny
Delight
JJll Citrus
Punch

Ipo'w Crab Leaf
___Fin l&UgJee Chest Full!

<
*i

Limit! 12-Oz. Package,
American Or Nacho ,
No

Even Winn-Dixie’s Checkout Gives You More Choices.
,»

Prices In This
Ad Good ||lj| ’

g
x

These Days OajyUs&i

§

.j- ±j.

’ -■ ’

r „

OPEN 24 HOURS
Quantity Rights Reserved. Copyright

1997, Winn-dixie

Stores. Inc..Tampa.

Borden
“Big"
Slices
4
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Color Me
Human Week

Rambling;
With

Charles
Howard

iv

Yesterday has gone, forget it
Today is here, use it.
Tomorrow may not come,
So don't wait on it.”

896-2152

ST. PETERSBURG -

three mile run at any pace) on

The Lake Maggiore Shores

Saturday, April 5 from 10 am

Neighborhood Association

to 2 pm at Lakeview Park,

and Color Me Human invite

south of 26th Avenue S and

you to a day at the park and

22nd Street Questions? Call

the human race (food, fun, a

898-8186.

More Unique ways to Stretch a Dollar

SAVE
WATER

Gigantic
Garage
Sale

Wood Wonders. According to the US Department of Commerce, about 4-billion feet of lumber is used annually to build
wooden containers. This staggering amount of perfectly good
wood, after serving its purpose, is simply thrown into trash bins
behind retail and wholesale outlets.

Gigantic Spring
Bazaar
ST. PETERSBURG - The

lots of food, clothing, incense,

largest bazaar since flea mar

household items, cologne, fur

kets will be held right here in

niture, carpet plants, tapes,

your own community on Satur
day, March 29 at the Believers

books, jewelry and all those

Mosque, 376218th Avenue S.

find. You’ll be able to get than

There will be vendors from

at the spring bazaar.

things you thought you’d never

everywhere participating to

Vendors are welcome. For

make this a fan-filled day wife

more information, call 8946148 or 327-8483.

Literally hundreds of unique pieces of furniture can be made
and the sturdy wooden boxes imprinted with enigmatic Chi

INROADS, Inc parents are
holding a gigantic garage gale

nese characters found behind oriental markets (storage shelves,

onMarch29fram7amat3801

medicine cabinets). Cardboard shipping cartons, which are

38th Why S, St Petersburg.

from nail kegs (stools and stands), orange crates (bookcases)

JMffl
HEWII

even more plentiful than the wooden variety, can be covered
and used as nightstands or accent tables. The long cardboard
rolls often found behind stationery stores make great clothes
a few egg cartons can be stood up end to end ina circle, topped
with a paper plate and used as centerpiece stands or decorative
Send your letters to:
2500 - 9th St S.

shelving.
For further information: Scrap Craft, Michael Dank, Dover,

VISIT Our SOUTH
ST. PETERSBURG LOCATIONS
4320 6th St South
St Petersburg, FI 33705
898-1321

5002 Gulfyort Blvd.
Gulfport, FI 33707
321-1091’

Cross over to Jackson Hewitt
before the IRS deadline!

racks or coffee table legs (use 6 or 8 of these for support). Even

St. Pete, FL 33707

New York, 1969. How toHave a PrettierRoom, Johnson Wax,
Consumer Education Department, Racine, WI53403 (free).

Birthday Celebration for Four
Was what it was all about last Sunday afternoon at the De
Soto Way S home of Velma Swain. Those whose natal day
was celebrated were Velma’s parents, Copperknee and Henri
etta Thompson, her brother-in-law Percell Swain, brother of
the late Dr. Robert Swain, and her son Dedrick Mitchell. There
to join in the festivities were daughters Velma and Joannie, sis
ter and sister-in-law Sylvia Lee Freeman, niece Yfemal (Sow-

Last years tax preparation fee paid
to a preparer other than Jackson Hewitt

African-American
Arts Council Seeks
New Members

Not valid with any other offer. Good only at participating locations.

ell) Carroll and husband Dwight from Miami, nieces from
here, Ann (Thompson) Taylor, Frances Taliferro, Goldina T.

semble), the council has spon

ST. PETERSBURG -

Coy, along with four generations of Thompsons. The cele

Art

accountants,

sored and supported activities

brants received lovely gifts and plenty of quiet money.

artists, homemakers, lawyers,

that include the Kwanzaa
karamu program and feast,

with local teams here in Florida before going on to profession-

secretaries, students, people,
have you been looking for

al baseball playing all over the USA to name a few teams:

something like the African-

ances during Artworks week,

Kansas City Monarchs, Miami Giants and Havana Cubans.

American Arts

Council of

craft activities during the

He played with many baseball greats.

Greater Tampa Bay? The

Caribbean festival the bay

Copperknee, who played baseball for many years, started but

lovers,

council a non-profit making

area African-American art

the home fires burning, takes care of and keeps her husband

organization founded in 1988

show and the African dinner

motivated. They reside with daughter Velma on DeSoto Way

by Carolyn (Douse) Hobbs is

auction.

S. This birthday was like a family reunion with plenty ofmusic,

dedicated to promoting the

poolside swimming, plenty of food, enjoyment of grands and

arts,

great grands. A great time was had by all.

American artists and works

ring their services to various

by artists of African descent

organizations and groups. The

This is done through various
educational social and cultur
al venues. "

council meets on the third
Thursday of each month at
6:30 pm at the Enoch Davis

Annual Spring Dance
The Gibbs class of 1952’s annual spring dance was a great
success. Both sides of the KC were comfortably filled with
class guests. Everyone said they had an enjoyable time. The
disco was well played by John Stone. Three bottles of cheer
were won by guests in a giveaway. Another great time was had
by alL

The council also works to
give artists exposure by refer-

particularly African-

Center The next meeting is

In addition to sponsoring
receptions for various produc
tions (Sarafena, Chuck Davis

on April 17.
For more information or to
request an application, call
Tyna Middleton at 893-7159.

and the North Carolina Afri

Happy Birthday to Me
Is what it was all about last Saturday night when the 26th

INSIDE

Juneteenth, kids art perform-

Henrietta retired in 1984 as housekeeper and now just keeps

can-American Dance En

Avenue S home of Mary K Jordan was the center of a birthday celebration. Mary, her son Ralph and his wife Marguerite,
daughters Pat and Michelle joined in cooking and helping with
preparation for Mary’s birthday party. The bar room jumped
until early in the AM. There were wall-to-wall people and a
gpod time was had by all. Happy belated birthday, Mary!

Upcoming Family Reunion

Talk On High
Blood Pressure
Hypertension/high

Center, 100 2nd Avenue N,

blood

The Forehand family steering committee sent out letters in

pressure is the title of a talk to be

Suite 100. Attend this presenta

February to all family members informing them that the next

given by Jennine A Lambert,

tion and learn about the latest in

family reunion will be heldin St Petersburg onJuly 18-20. The

MD at noon on Thursday, April

treatments for hypertension.

committee wants them to know that they want them here.

10 at Bayfront Medical Cen

For reservations call 895-4636.

They have eagerly begun planning for their arrival They say,

ter’s Community Resource

if you’ve never attended a reunion, then it’s time that you did.
If you thought that maybe you would skip this one, think again.

Family Values are especially important these days.

It is truly later than you think. Remember that family is very

Send Us News!

important If you did not receive your letter you may contact

If you have information that might make a
good article for this
paper, send it in, and
we'll try to use it in an

Charles Howard, 305 9th Street S, #507, St Pete, FL 33705,
(813) 896-2152or Arletha Chapman, 2711 Queen Street S, St
Pete, FL 33712,896-9047.
There are two...kinds of secrets-those that are not worth
keeping and those that are too good to keep.

So use these instant CASH coupons and save even
more off an already low, low Kmart price.

j

50C MANUFACTURER’S COUPON

SAVE
50<t OFF

upcoming issue.

Until next week, jump to it!

Any African
Royale Product

REV. MOTHER SUPERIOR WILLIAMS
Ordained Psychic Christian Reader & Adviser

H2HEQ
ff| n HI
III I
I
UH A

Rev. Mother Superior Williams has God given power to help you
overcome your problems no matter how big or small.
She will tell you just what you want to know about friends, ene
mies or rivals; Whether husband, wife or sweetheart is true or
false; How to gain the love you most desire, control or influence
the action of anyone, even though miles away. Tell you of lucky
numbers. She has helped thousands through all walks of life. She

KMART: LIMIT ONE COUPON PER PL
Bronner Brothers will pay you face vah
P0'*1-^ available upon request Mail to: P (
48391-8004. Consumer must pay any
EXPIRES 4/19/97 Must postmark b)

1.00 MANUFACTURER’S COUPON

1.00 MANUFACTURER’S COUPON

HAVE YOU BEEN HOODOOED?
ARE YOU SICK IN ANY PART OF YOUR BODY?

ircu raa
—

SAVE LOO OFF

SAVE 1.00 OFF

Just For Men
Shampoo-In
Hair Color

Any
Baby Love
Product

kmart: limit one coupon per purchase
Combe, Inc. will pay you face value plus 84 handling, per our redemptionpolicy,

I

5x1
nmraj

kmart: limit one coupon per purchase z

Soft Sheen will pay you face value plus 8c handling, per our redemption policy,

available upon request. Mail to: R 0. Box 8004, Walled Lake, Ml

available upon request Mail to: P 0. Box 8004, Walled Late, Ml

48391-8004. Consumer must pay any sales tax. Cashvalue l/100<t.

48391-8004. Consumer must pay any sales tax. Cash value l/100c.

EXPIRES 4/19/97 Must postmark by 5/19/97

(iU

EXPIRES 4/19/97 Must postmark by 5/19/97

EH

will advise on love, marriage, business, health, divorces, lawsuits,
luck, alcoholics, happiness, spells, success and evil influences of
all kinds. Tells who your friends and enemies are. Guarantees to
remove all evil and bad luck! WHY SUFFER when you can be
I was having bad luck, mis
erable and it seemed like
everything was against
me.Just a few visits to Rev.
Mother Superior Williams
and now I'm doing fine with
a good home and good man
who loves me.
- Hillary Williams

helped and freed from all your troubles?

Don't fail to call or write to tier today.

Rev. Mother Superior Williams
3716 W. Horatio, Tampa, FL 33609
(813) 874-5581

igjgjgjagjgfBiBjBiagjBlgl^lBjagigiBjaaaglaglgiaWaglWBJBBElBiBiBlBlafajWBlBEjaaBJBlBiaiaiagiaBfgiiE

Everything we do
is built around you.

7

3951 34th St. South, St. Petersburg
2915 N. Dale Mabry Hwy., Tampa
8245 N. Florida Ave., Tampa
2008 8th Street NW Hwy 17, Winter Haven
1970 State Road 60 East, Lake Wales
also locations in Clearwater, Brooksville,
Crystal River, Ocala, Inverness & Gainesville

|
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North Central Florida
Anheuser-Busch Hits
The Slones With NBS

strangers to escape slavery.
Harriett Tubman, a conductor
on the Underground Railroad,
helped over 300 slaves escape
to freedom and never lost a

News

Garrett A Morgan invented
the gas mask and the traffic

was the first African American

light His invention of the traf

to be appointed to the US

fic light straightened out the

Supreme Court The Universi-

disorder of crowded dty
streets. This complicated

ty of Maryland would not let

Sr, Simon the zealot, Rev. Earl

device is still saving lives

because he was blade, so he

today..

went to law school at Howard

Whenever the topic of racial

University in Washington, DC.

Chamber of Commerce mi-

Speights; Peter, Rev. Terry
Alex; pitcher carrier, Min.

nority task force is putting

Martin Smith; narrator, Min.

breakthrough in sports is men

He was nicknamed “Mr. Civil

together information for a

Willingham Jackson.

tioned, the first name that surfaces is Jackie Robinson. He

Rights.”
Shirley Chisholm was the

The directory will indude all

There are some black people

shattered the color line in 1947.

first woman in the US House

minority businesses in the

who have achieved and made

He was one of the best players

of Representatives. She work-

Ocala/ Marion County area

outstanding contributions to

ever. Jackie graduated from

ed hard to get job training,

mankind in spite of tremen

UCLA He had the composure

higher

that are licensed. If you would
like to be included in this direc

dous odds, in spite of racism,

to withstand all distractions. He

counseling for black people.

opened the door for all the

She strongly believed that this

tory, contact one of the following persons: Carleather Pon

lack of money and other ob
stacles that could stand in one’s

great black players to work in

was the key to getting a better

der; 351-4732; Sandy Donar,

way. We have made these

the major leagues.

life for African Americans. In

620-1197; Leach Taylor-Gib

i strides because of the strength

son, 351-4075; Katie Mul-

of our character, our culture

heam, 629-8051.

and our heritage. We have

Colin Powell was the first

learned how to survive the

African-American chair of the

ident of the US, but no one
laughed. She was treated with

The 2nd Bethlehem Baptist

harsh treatment ofslavery, over

Joint Chiefs-of Staff.

the same respect as the men

Association women’s auxil

300years ofthe most inhuman

Dr Ralph J. Bundle, an out-

running for this office. People

iary presented a religious

conditions ever experienced

standing diplomat was the first

respected her decision and

drama The Last Supper on Sat

by any people. We continue to

African American to win the

even if she didn’t win, people

urday, March 22. Nathalene

press on. We have used the

Nobel Peace Prize.

thought she was terrific.

Business Diredory
The Ocala/Marion County

minority business directory.

Religious Drama

SuperAchievers

first play by an African-Amer

Min.

ment of human accomplish

ican womantobe produced on

Bethune-Cookman College
and tiie National Council of

Broadway.

Negro Women. She was

Michael Roberts; James the

ment than the remains of

both a recreational and compe

Seekers of Atlanta, and other

less, Rev. George Grimsley;

human destruction.

the National Brotherhood of

contributions toward genera
ting interest in skiing within the

avid members of he ski dub.

African-American community

James, Rev. Murrvin Shep

Skiers (NBS) summit made

titive sport. Among the south
ern snow lovers in attendance

Anheuser-Busch, a long-time

and serves as a fundraiser to

herd; Andrew, Rev. Burdell

sure no trail was left untouched

were Miranda Mack McKen

corporate supporter of the NBS

support young African Ameri

Strickland; Judas, Rev. Carl

during their recent five-day ski

zie (2nd row, right), southeast

summit, underwrote this year’s

cans who are striving to

Gadson; Philip, Rev. Samuel

fest in Vail, CO. More than

Seales; Thaddaeus, Rev. Curtis
Eason; Thomas, Rev. Earnest

Moore;

Matthew,

Ross; John, Rev. Dell James

My
Testimony

by

Ronald Mathis Sn

life and use him and release
him from prison. Most important was that he received salva
tion and was freed on the inside

again. Isaid I plead the predous blood of Jesus until my

because he told me how much

whole body was free again. I

God the Father, God the Son,
who is our Lord and Savior

ton who had been imprisoned

Jesus Christ; He is truly Lord

ment

of all lords and King of all

American dream here but he

kings He is God almighty

found the American night-

who came in the flesh as a
man, praise God, and from the

mare. He knew our countries

Holy Spirit As it has been

ing his country was against

such a lengthy period since my

their law. In his mind he was

last testimony to you as a wit-

thinking that America was the

~ ness of what the Lord Jesus

land of milk and honey, but he

! Christ has done here at Lewis

found out it was all wrong

for 12 years by this govern
Padron sought the

are enemies and he knew leav

burg prison, I apologize now

Padron’s mother is a Christ

and explain below so you will
see that I have been very busy

ian and has told him to pray
time and time again. He dis

lately doing my Father’s work.

missed prayer as not doing any

From the most recent revela

good. He had a lot of anger and

tion given me by my Father

hatred for this government I

Jesus Christ, this may be my

told him there was more to

last testimony from this place
even though the prison min-

prayer that must occur like
Bible study and an earnest

istry has been a real bjlessing

attempt to draw closer to Jesus

and a lot of souls have been

Christ by having a relationship

won over to Jesus Christ

with him. Later after class was

through Him using me it has

over; I continued to witness

all come to a good end. My

more to my Padron and before

growth here has been wonder

this night came an an end, he

ful, praise God!
On Feb. 24 of this year,

came to my room and prayed

against my will but at the insis

brothers to receive Jesus Christ

tence of one of the counselors,
I enrolled to participate for
input reasons only to a stress
class. I met a Cuban refugee

with me and my three Spanish
as his Lord and Savior, some
thing that his mother had been
praying for a long time. After
he became a Christian we

Demolishing
Tree Services
Excavating
Land Clearing
Lot Mowing
706 N.W. 13th Ave., Ocala, FL 32675
Phone:629-9866

sfon of Negro affairs by Presi

11 children. She escaped slav-

had to wear leg braces. But she

dent Franklin D. Roosevelt

ery. She walked by night and

was determined to walk and

Blade people have made

hid by day until she finally

run without braces, so she

tremendous contributions to

arrived in Philadelphia. She

worked hard, ran track in high

this country in every walk of

returned to the South 19 times
helping family, friends and

school and played basketball.

life. They have been achievers,

Rudolph ran in the Rome

have suffered, worked and

Harriett Tubman was one of

Please see pg. 9

FAMU Broadens Test JN
For New Juice Product
TALLAHASSEE - Florida
officials

“We order 12 to 15 cases a
week,” said Jefferson whose

turned around to see this evil

prayed.

force that held me. I wanted to

believe ajuice product which is

store has carried the product

see satan’s angels. I wanted to

being test marketed in grocery

since January. “I think it’s sell-

confront them face to face, but

stores in Tallahassee, will do for

ing because of the taste. People

the more I pleaded the blood of

FAMU what Gatorade did for

are continuing to come back for

Jesus, the more their strong

the University of Florida.

hold on me was broken. As 1
looked for them, none could be

The FAMU viticulture center

more.”
FAMU is only broadening its

has produced a product which

test market It started selling the

bed. My face was held down

found, there was only me and

Is selling under the labels Mus

product in a campus eatery and

on my pillow with my whole

Jesus Christ in my room

caberry Juice and Muscaberry

dedded to expand into other

together.
In Ephesians 6:10-18 it says,

Juice Codetail. The juice prod

markets because of the positive

uct is being sold in Tallahassee

response. The Florida Depart-

“For our struggle is not against

and surrounding branches, of

ment of Agriculture also sub

flesh and blood but agginst the

Walgreens, Harvey’s, Publix,

mitted the FAMU juices to the

to my leg?, my body was com

rulers, against the authorities,

pletely paralyzed. I was unable

against the powers of this dark

Bruno’s and Winn Dixie. The
juice comes in three flavors:

ultimate challenge: elementary
school students’ taste buds.

to move any part of my body.

world and against the spiritual

lime, strawberry and raspberry.

‘Tt went over well; the kids

My first impression was that

force of evil in the heavenly

“Our sales have been much

loved ft,” said George Deme-

the attackers were the prison

realms.” And also in Corinthi

better than expected,” said Olu

special organized restraint

ans 10:4: “The weapons we

sola Lamikanra, FAMU’s viti-

tree, development representa
tive for the Department ofAgri-

team called SORT. In my

fight with are not the weapons

culture center director. “We are

culture. “It’snota taste that you

mind I was thinking the only

of the world. On the contrary,

continuing to get orders from

way they could have come

they have divine power to

have to develop.”
Anyone interested in finding

into my room was if my room

demolish strongholds.” You

Satan didn’t like what I did
and two days later early in tiie

evil force that was literally
holding my body down on my

body lacing the wall so I was
unable to see who was holding
me. I felt hands on my head,
neck and shoulders plus down

door was open, but I never

have heard about satan trying

heard the loud noise it makes

to take people out while they

when it opens. I heard a buzz-

sleep, well he tried to take my

ing like sound like they were

life from me because I took a

communicating with each

life from him two days earlier.

other. I tried to speak and found

Jesus said satan comes to kill,

out that my voice was gene. I

steal and destroy. (John 10:10)

knew something was very

But with Jesus we have the

wrong and that they were not
humans but demons here with

victory. (Psalm 445)

me. I started rebuking them in

Jesus gave me a vision and in

the name ofJesus Christ in my

this vision He showed me

On March 2nd of this year,

mind. Their stronghold on me

myself walking out into the

was broken. My mouth open

parking lot ofthe prison as peo-

ed and I started rebuking them

ple had come to visit me.

out loud in the name of Jesus
Christ Then I realized I needed

However, while I was in the
parking lot talking to my visi-

Please see pg. 9

Maxwell’s Backhoe
& Tractor Service

appointed director of the divi-

pled as a child with polio nd

better he was feeling after we

kened by the presence of an
named Jesus (Hay-zuss) Pad-

Wilma Rudolph was crip

A&M University

morning I was suddenly awa

Grace and peace to you from

Christ out loud time and time

with very little money and a
strong determination, founded

people exist more as a monu

dent of the Southern Snow

to go for the victory so I started
pleading the blood of Jesus

Mary McLeod Bethune,

great playwright Her first play,

Americans’ interest in skiing as

prayed for God to move in his

Lorraine Hansbeny was a
A Raisin in the Sun, was the

bers who have made significant

Olympic ski team.

black woman astronaut

ences to help us become a bet

Slidge (2nd row, center), presi

become members of the US

Chisholm announced

ter people. African-American

designed to increase African-

lenging ski slopes or were experienced skiers, participants in

1972,

that she wanted to run for pres

in order of appearance were
Jesus, Rev. Warren Hardaway;
Bartholomew, Min. Nathaniel

pated in the summit, which is

event recognizes NBS mem

education arid business

strength from these experi

president's award dinner. The

their first plunge down the chal

Mae Jemison was the first

him attend its law school

Johnson presided. Characters

region manager for AnheuserBusch Companies; Annette

7,000 skiing enthusiasts partici

medals in trade She was con
sidered the fastest female in the
world.
Justice Thurgood Marshall

passenger.

by James Thorpe

Whether they were taking

Olympic Games in 1960. She
was the first African-American
woman to win three Olympic

Greater Hopewell
Baptist Church
515 N.W. 6th Terrace, Ocala
Rev. George W. Lee, Pastor
Sunday School........ 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship.................. H a-raBaptist Training Union ... .5 p.m.
Evening Worship ...... ••• A P-mPrayer Service & Bible Study
Wednesday...................... • • 0:30 p.m.

merchants who say their sup
plies are running low.”

out more about die product

Alla K. Jefferson, executive
manager at a Walgreen drug
store near FAMU’s campus

should cdntact Olusola Lami
kanra at 904-599-3996.

said muscaberry juice sales are
great

Dr. Olusola Lamikanra

United Theological Seminary
and
Bible College
Extension Ocala, Florida
Second Bethlehem Baptist Association
Dr. O.V. Pinkston, Moderator
Dr. Fred Maeweathers, Sr., Center Director
Dr. B.F. Martin, President

352-351-5029 OR 352-237-5215

25th

Multi Color

Booklets
Brochures
NCR Forms

Monday
6:30-9:30
PM

Tuesday
9:00 AM12:00 PM

Saturday
8:00 AM10:15 AM

and
6:30 PM9:30 PM

Offering Degrees in Theology, Religious Education,
and Certification in Two Extension Courses
Masters Program
External Studies in the areas above for residents
over 60 miles away
LOCATED AT:
1105 Northwest 4th Street, Ocala, Florida 34475

Main Campus in Monroe, Louisiana

PRINTING &

; t UII___________ TYPESETTING

#10!, OcjU, tloA), JM?5

Continuous Forms
Letterhead
Checks
Envelopes

Business Cards
Book Binding;
Perfect • Spiral
Saddle Stitch
»« Deliver
Carleather Palana Ponder

From Concept To Design
To Type, To Layout To Print
We're as close as your telephone!

352/351-2582

AFRICAN-AMERICAN
OWNED & OPERATED
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North Central Florida
Society In
Ocala

and enorswill be beneficial to

Shirlene King of Baltimore
and Sharon King-Revenell of

your well being. In this ever-

Baltimore, groomsmen West-

changing world, there will be

ley Bryant of Ocala, Marcus
Kiner of Ocala, Aldo Fulcher

obstacles that can only be

of Baltimore and Duane

I wish youanew image. One

A
Cl o s e r
Walk

moved by frith.
of confidence, frith, love and

Greene of Baltimore.

tenderness to sustain you in

by
Florence Williams Ray

the quaint little stores on the

Drug-Free Fhn Day
Mark your calendars for

oldest road in town, at 3 pm,

April 2. On that day the Ocala

the vans were on their way

Police Department in copjunction with Weed &Seed

back to Ocala. We thank Ire

and Parks and Recreation will

driving the vans and to Tina

host a Spring Break Drug-

Greene for organizing the trip.

Free Fun Day at Lillian Bry-

King-Bryant Wedding

Bethea and Diane Leaf for

ant Park from 10 am to 2 pm.

Federiea LaShon Bryant

There will be softball, bas

and Ronald Eugene King

ketball and volleyball games

were joined together in marriage on Saturday, March 15

The OPD Explorers will be
unit, bike unit and mounted

at New St John MB Church
in Ocala. The Rev. T.L.

patrol unit will also be present

Brooks officiated.

There will be food, drinks and

This celebration of love
included: pre-nuptual music,

fingerprinting and the K-9

games for all
For more information, call

solos by Darren Robinson,
seating of the bride’s and

Lynn Cyprian at 629-8554.

Senior Venture
Recently, the Weed & Seed

groom’s parents, lighting of
candles, processional, special

The flower girls were

later years. Lead today, follow

by Antionett Cox

Kaitisha Haines and Kyetra

tomorrow and appreciate the

Dunnellon

Bryant; ring bearer Kaitron
Bryant; aisle runner Henry

difference.
I wish you tolerance. Be

Richardson;

hostess Toni

patient with your family,

Richardson; assistants Patricia

friends and the world around

Hicklin, Thea King, Danika
Florence and Shameeka

nor ridicule. Try calmly to

The reception was held after
the ceremony in the MRMC

Happy Anniversary

These Things
I Wish For

tine at 10 am. They were met

The wedding party included

by a train which took them for

the bride’s parents Mr. and

I wish you great frith in God.

an hour of sight seeing of the

Mrs. Westley Bryant Sr, the

old

groom’s parents Mr. and Mrs.
Melvin King Sr, maid of

May we free each day expect
ing a miracle. Pray unselfishly
for the betterment of all man-

honor Linnette Logan of

kind. Be kind. A kind word is

Georgia, best man Melvin
Douglas King Jr of "Virginia,

more precious than all the dia

group went shopping in all of

Monica Bryant of Ocala,

from pg. »

reveals His plans to His ser
vants, tiie prophets. Plus I have

again around the back way and

already seen the fet lady sing
her last song. God said it is
over, dod’s time is not our

byAntionetteCox

Welcome by L Shields; occa-

spoke and said, “The door that
I dose no one can open.” After

time, but He has never told a

DUNNELLON- On Sunday, March 16, Union Baptist

sion by A Cox; responsive

that, this lady walked up to me

lie. Ihope and pray that you

reading, W. Batts; memorial

and said, “Ronald, where have

have enjoyed every testimony

Church celebrated its 60th

tribute, V Watts; hymn by

anniversary with family and

Deacon A Nelson and F. Nel-

you been? I have been looking
for you to sign these papers.

that you received from me. As
I said earlier, this may be tiie
last one from here. Soon we
will all see God’s mighty

friends. The choir sang “Battle

son; Rev. T. Batts, assistant

Sign here and you are a free

Hymn of the Republic.” E.

pastor, delivered the sermon.

Fulton and Cufly conducted

Rev. WJ. Brooks is pastor.

man.” I said praise God and
she said, ‘You will not be

power again. You’ll always be

under any supervisory release

able to contact us at this

an uplifting devotional service.

Greater Hopewell

Lord a New Song” Sylvia G.

The public is invited.

Hope was mistress of cere-

Choir; Youth Choir and tiie

monies.
Greater Hopewell will hold

held at 4 pm.

its Easter sunrise service at

ship service with Greater

530 am on Sunday, March 30.

Hopewell

sented a Palm Sunday concert
with tiie theme “Sing to the

phone 813-822-1074.

morning St Paul will be in

The Greater Hopewell Mass
George W. Lee Ensemble pre

address: 789 16th Avenue S,
St Petersburg FL33701;

The Easter program will be

charge starting with 930 am
Sunday school and 11 am wor-

St Paul AME will hold wor
Easter

ship. Come join with us to
serve a risen Savior!

Sunday

strength, determination and
wisdom to overcome prob
lems. They have strengthened
the US by improving their
lives as well as the lives of
other people.
You are a shining star; no
matter who you are, shining
bright to see who you can truly
be. You can be anything you
choose to be. With God, all

monds found; it is the doorstep
to one’s heart.
I wish the things you’ve
learned through hard knocks

Also in Amos 3:7 Jesus said he

grown throughout the history
of America. They have used

friend and may you have con
tentment with kind words and
gentle thoughts.

Arnold of Ocala, bridesmaids

Thorpe

by FIorenoe Williams Ray

8 am and reached St. Augus

rant for lunch. After lunch, the

Happy sunrise!

old men will dream dreams.”

asked the people living behind
the prison to help. Then Jesus

ters, Jesus sets the prisoners

well!

Lee McCoy, March 30.

in Acts 2:17-19: ‘Your young
men will see visions and your

stone seals on the front door
which made the prison air
tight I tried to enter the prison

health

I wish you happy, I wish you

free. (Psalm 146:7) and he said

on me. When I tried to re-enter
there were three large white

and all the things you wish that
are good.

ings to Mr. and Mrs. Tommie

from pg. $
tors, all the prison doors closed

nor any parole nor any proba
tion.” So, my brothers and sis

love.
I wish for you good

Happy anniversary greet?

Lord’s Prayer.

matron of honor Venessa

life. We are worthy of God’s

April 7.

fun day. The vans left Ocala at

them to the Columbia restau-

your spiritual self fix abundant

March 29; Glen Richardson,
April 1 and Joyce Shelton,

I wish for you true friend-

1700s. At noon, the train took

calmness of soul as you rely on

go out to Nelson Brook,

ship. Thank you for being my

entrance and fort They saw
old houses dating back to the

I wish you great happiness.A

Birthday Greetings

seniors to St Augustine for a

churches and the old city

hold.

Happy birthday greetings

reading by Toni Richardson,

beautiful

understand. Let harmony take

auxiliary conference room.

entrance of the bride, lighting
of the unity candle and the

the

troversy but do not condone

Osbourne.

department of Ocala took 16

town,

you. Stand in the midst of con

My Testimony

things are possible. In all thy
ways acknowledge Him and
He will direct your path.

Three Reasons You Need A Home Equity Line.

Three Reasons To Get It From Us.
$0
Closing
Costs.

OurNew
FwcedRate
Option. ■

UpTo
$500Cash
Rebate.

1.00 MANUFACTURER’S COUPON

SAVE
1.00 OFF
Any Isoplus
Product

Presenting The Home Equity Line Of Credit
From NationsBank.
Now there’s a home equity line that helps you manage your money as well as life’s little changes the NationsBank Equity Credit.! ,ineSM With our new Fixed Rate Option, you can turn all or
part of your variable-rate credit line into a fixed-rate loan. For example, when you make a
purchase, you can fix the rate and payment on that part of your line with no additional application
required. Then, as you make payments, that money becomes available inyour credit line to use
again. In most cases, the interest you pay is tax-deductible?
Plus, you’ll pay no closing costs when your line has an immediate outstanding balance of
$5,000 or more. And, you’ll earn up to $500 in cash rebates - that’s a $50 cash rebate for every
$5,000 transferred from credit cards, car loans, and virtually any other non-NationsBank loan
or line of credit. Whether you need to make improvements to your home, consolidate your
debt, purchase a new car or almost anything else,
there’s no better time than now to call or stop by your
*2 AM cRmmIt*
nearest NationsBank for a home equity line of credit.

(Except Isoplus Styling Gel)
KMART: LIMIT ONE COUPON PER PURCHASE
J.M. Products will pay you face value plus 8c handling, per our redemption polity,
available upon request. Mail to: R 0. Box 8004, Walled Lake, Ml
48391-8004. Consumer must pay any sales tax. Cash value l/100c.
EXPIRES 4/19/97 Must postmark by 5/17/97

That's right! Get your hair on at the latest
INSIDE OUT hai r care sale goin&on now.

Save even more off the low; low Kmart
price with these instant CASH coupons.

QQ

50C MANUFACTURER’S COUPON

50<t MANUFACTURER’S COUPON

SAVE 50<t OFF

SAVE 50C OFF

Isoplus
Styling Gel

Ultra Sheen Conditioner
Regular or Dry

or Hair Food

6 oz. size

2 oz. sizes
II5HI.U

KMART: LIMIT ONE COUPON PER PURCHASE

m

_7.7 j
Products will pay you face value plus 8c handling, per our redemption policy,
available upon request. Mail to: R 0. Box 8004, Walled Lake, Ml
'
48391-8004. Consumer must pay any sales tax. Cash value l/100c.
EXPIRES 4/19/97 Must postmark by 5/19/97

Qjj

nmm

kmart: limit one coupon per purchase
Johnson Products will pay you face value plus 8c handling, per our redemption
policy, available upon request Mail to: P 0. Box 8004, Walled Lake, Ml
48391-8004. Consumer must pay any sales tax. Cash value l/100c.
EXPIRES 4/19/97 Must postmark by 5/19/97

tlgl

For More Information Or To Apply By Phone,

CALL1-800-NAIIONS

3951 34th St. South, St. Petersburg
2915 N. Dale Mabry Hwy., Tampa
8245 N. Florida Ave., Tampa
2008 8th Street NW Hwy 17, Winter Haven
1970 State Road 60 East, Lake Wales

(1-800-628-4667, ext 55)
Or Visit www.nationsbank.com/loans
Call l-800-NATIONS24hoursaday,sevendaysaweek. ‘Consultyourtaxadviseraboutinterestdeductibility. Creditissubjecttoapproval.Offerisavailable
through 4/30/97atNationsBank,NA(South),inFloridaFulldosijigcostswillbepaidonlinesuptoandincluding$100,000.0nlinesover$100,000,$500
will be paid toward dosing costs, which are estimated to be a total of $965 on a line of $101,000. For every $5,000 you immediately transfer from nonNationsBank creditors to your new line of credit, you’ll receive $50. Minimum balance transfer of $5,000 is required for each cash rebate. Maximum rebate
is $500. A $50 fee and minimum balance of $2,500 may be required to set up Fixed Rate Option. The annual percentage rate (APR) as of 3/3/97 was 10.25%
at Prime plus 2%. This is a variable rate based on the published Wall Street Journal Prime Rate plus a margin and is subject to change, but will not exceed
18". APR at any time; Property and/or flood hazard insurance may be required. See NationsBank for further details. NationsBank, NA. (South). tSl
Member FDIC. Equal Housing lender. ©1997 NationsBank Corporation.

also locations in

Everything we do
is built around you.

Clearwater, Brooksville, Crystal River, Ocala,
Inverness &■ Gainesville
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A basket full of savinjs

Publix,

dosed Easter Sunday
Your friends at Publix
Super Markets wish you
and your family a joyous
and peaceful Easter
celebration. All Publix
stores will be closed Easter
Sunday, March 30. Thank
you for shopping with us.

Standing Rib Roast
Publix Beef, USDA Choice Beef Rih,

4th thru 6th Bib
(1st Cut, 1st thru 4th Rih ... lb. 4.29)

Hamilton’s Easy-Karv
Smoked Ham
Shank Portion, Lower Salt, 7 to 9-lhs. average
(Whole ... lb. 1.49)
(Butt Portion ... lb. 1.59)

Publix Premium
Ice Cream

Small Deluxe
Publix Turkey Dinner

Regular, Low Fat or Fat Free,
Assorted Flavors, half-gal. ctns.

One 8 to 1O-lb. Publix Cooked Turkey, 4-lbs. of
Delicious Dressing, 1-qt. ofGiblet Gravy,
2 1/4-lbs. of Green Bean Casserole, 1-doz.
Dinner Rolls, 1 Apple or Pumpkin Pie, Serves
7 to 10, Heating Required Before Serving, each

Sweet Potatoes
Beautiful Five Bloom and Up,
6-lnch Pot, each #11504637
(Three Stem Lilies ... 15.99, each)

An Easter Tradition,
Serve Baked or Candied

7WME
Carolina
Fresh Turkey...................

iej

All Natural, Non-Basted, USDA Inspected,
Grade A, 10 to 18-lb. average,
While Supplies Last! Save .40 lb.

Fresh Pork Ham....................ib.\
Pork Leg, Shank Half or Whole, Smithfield
Lean Generation, 61% Less Fat
(Butt Portion ... lb. 1.79) Save .20 lb.

WiskUltra

.

12-Pack Assorted

Liquid Detergent

4*99

Pepsi Products

100-oz. hot. Save .90

Additional 12 packs ... 2/5.00

Sparkle Big Roll Towels

.

Publix Turkey Dinner

17*95

One 14 to 16-lb. Publix Cooked Turkey,
8-lbs. of Delicious Dressing, 2-qts. ofGiblet
Gravy, 4 1/2-lbs. of Green Bean Casserole, 2-doz.
Dinner Rolls, 1 Apple Pie and 1 Pumpkin Pie,
Serves 14 to 18, Heating Required Before
Serving, each

Prices Effective Thursday, March 27
thru Wednesday, April 2,1997.
Only in the Following Counties: Hillsborough, Pinellas,
Pasco, Lake, Hernando, Citrus, Manatee, Sarasota, Charlotte,
,

'Polk, Orange, Seminole, Highlands, Brevard and Osceola.
Quantity Rights Reserved.

579

Turning Leaf Wine

108-ct. roll Save .20

Green Giant Le Sueur Peas.........
Very Young Small Early or Ear/ly 50% Less
Sodium, 15-oz. can Save .20

Betty Cracker Cake Mix.
LaraeDeluxe

■•99

12-oz. can Limit 2 Please,

.J9

Chardonnay, Fume Blanc or
Cabernet Sauvignon, 750-ml. hot.

69

Chenin Blanc, White Zinfandel or
Red Zinfandel, 750-ml. bot.

KFREE

Publix Cookie Cakes

Save .30

Low Fat, Devil’s Food (When you buy one
6.75-oz. box at Regular Price, get one free!)

99

...

.79

15-oz. bag Save .50

Wise Potato Chips........

Hellmann’s Mayonnaise

Natural Flavor, Crazy Calypso, Lightly Saltea, .
Barbecue Flavored, Salt &• Vinegar, Onion &
Garlic Flavor, Texas Bar-B-Q, or Buffalo Wings
Flavor, 5.5 to 6-oz. bag Save .20

179

Real, Light or Low Fat Cholesterol Free,
32-oz. jar (Limit 2 jars per Customer with
Purchases of 10.00 or More, Excluding All
Tobacco & Lottery Items.) Save .60

| |m|

Gold Medal Flour...............
Better for Bread, All Purpose, Self-Rising or’
Unbleached, 5-lb. bag, Limit 2 Please Save .40

Broccoli...............

379

Assorted Varieties, 18 to 18.25-oz. box

Farley’s Jelly Beans

1.99

U.S. #1, All Purpose, 10-lb. bag
(5-lb. bag ... 1.29) (Loose
lb. .39)

Fresh and Tender, Serve with a Cheese Sauce,
each bunch

Sutter Home Wine

........

Genuine
_
. __
Idaho Potatoes.......■..........

I

IMi . | ■ Hi•

79

Kraft Philadelphia Cream Cheese.

Regular, Fat Free or Neufchatel, 8-oz. box Save .20

BAKE
Double
Easter Egg Cake....................
From the Publix Bakery, Decorated
Especially for You! 44-oz. size

12.99

Easter Bread.......................
Baked Fresh with Fruit and Raisins!
From the Publix Bakery, 20-oz. size

Green Giant
Harvest Fresh Vegetables ,™
Or Boil in the Bag, Assorted Varieties,
7.5 to 10-oz. pkg. Save Up To .20

__

-99
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ChaHaiBfeR sports
McDonald’s All American
School Basketball Game
McDonald’s
All American
High School
Basketball Team

1997

Eric Chenowith
Villa Park H.S.
Villa Park, CA

Baron Davis
Crossroads H.S.
Santa Monica, CA

Jason Collins
Harvard-Westlake H.S
North Hollywood, CA

Jarron Collins
Harvard-Westlake H.S
North Hollywood, CA

Khalid El-Amin
North H.S.
mm

WY Y
High
local children’s charities. More

Rays Introduce Career]
Initiative Program

than $1 million has been raised
since the game was first played
in 1978.

ST PETERSBURG - For
far too long, many qualified

headed up by Tom Foley.
During the Rays first instruc

cants with transportation to and
portation, room, board and a

from their home, local trans

‘For 1500 young athletes,
just being nominated for the

applicants have not applied to

tional league program, three

baseball’s scouting and player

candidates

team is an honor. For the 24

development positions because
they are either not aware of the

given the chance to learn about

And as it turned out, the par

the opportunities available in

ticipants weren’t the only ones

opportunities or not part of the

baseball and to establish con

to benefit The Rays were so

team members, being selected
is a dream come true,” said the

enrolled and were

salary during the program.

legendary John Wooden, who

established network. Last fell,

tacts within baseball’s scouting

impressed with one candidate,

chairs the McDonald’s All

in an effort to promote diversity

they hired him

American High School Bas

and expand the pool of appli

and player development com
munity. Last fell’s candidates

ketball Advirory Committee.

cants for these entry level posi

were also schooled in the Devil

league pitcher with the Indians,

Rays scouting philosophies

Twins, Mariners and Braves,

costia High School in Washing-

tions, the Devil Rays intro
duced their first career initiative

from scouting director Dan Jen

was hired in December as the

ton, DC will coach the East

program, a two-week session

nings and his staff and were

Rays’ area scout for northern

squad. Mark Beranek of Sierra

designed to expose members of

given the chance to scout and

High School in Colorado

minorities with baseball back

report on free agent and profes

California. Scott, 30, had been
working as a firefighter in

Springs will coach the West

grounds to the scouting and

sional players. In addition, they

player development side of

had a chance to. woric directly

baseball
They spent two weeks last

with the Devil Rays player

Marin County, CA
“We were really pleased with
him as a person and wife his

development staff, headed by

ability,” said Jennings. “He was

fell with Dan Jennings and the

Tom Foley and the players. The

a perfect fit”

entireTBDRminor league staff

Devil Rays provided the appli

Thomas Hargrove of Ana-

Melvin Ely
Thornton Township H.S.
Harvey, IL

Charles Scott, former minor

HEWS DEADLINE IS 4 PM MONDAY

Dion Glover
Cedar Grove H.S.
Elienwood, GA
6’5”, 235 lbs., Guard

Marcus Fizer
Arcadia H.S.
Arcadia, LA
6’8”, 250 lbs., Forward

Larry Hughes
Christian Brothers H.S.
St. Louis, MO
. 6’5", 180 lbs., Guard

Brendan Haywood
Dudley H.S.
Greensboro, NC
7'0”, 250 lbs., Center

Tracy McGrady
Mt. Zion Christian Academy
Durham, NC
V 6’9", 210 lbs., Forward

Kenny Gregory
Independence H.S.
Columbus, OH
6’5", 190 lbs., Guard

Marcus Griffin
Manual H.S.
Peoria, IL

Tony Harris
East H.S.
Memphis, TN

Ryan Humphrey
Booker T. Washington H.S.
Tulsa, OK
V 6'7", 225 lbs., Forward ,

Britton Johnsen
Murray H.S.
Murray, UT
. 6'10”, 200 lbs., Forward'

Mark Karcher
St. Frances Academy
Baltimore, MD
6'5”, 195 lbs., Forward

8

Anthony Perry
St. Anthony’s H.S.
Jersey City, NJ
6’3", 180 lbs., Guard

Lamar Odom
Redemption Christian
Troy, NY
. 6’10”, 225 lbs., Forward.

What Do Superstars Dwight Gooden & World
Champion Fred McGriff Have In Common?

Luke Recker
DeKalb H.S.
Waterloo, IN
6'5", 195 lbs., Guard

McDonald’s All American Game
March 29,1997 • Colorado Springs, Colorado
OAK BROOK, IL - The

that reads like a who’s who of

nation’s top 24 high school bas

basketball superstars, including

McDonald’s senior vice presi

ketball

including

Michael Jordan, Patrick Ewing,

dent “And while the McDon-

players,

sary,” said Dick Starmann,

Shane Battier of Michigan and

Shaquille O’Neal, Grant Hill,

Anthony Perry of New Jersey,

Kevin Garnett and Kobe

ald’s All American Game con- ■
tinues to entertain millions of

will step into the national spot

Bryant, as well as college stand-

fens, its real purpose is to raise

light when the 1997 McDon

outs Charles O’Bannon, Ron

funds for children and families

ald's All American High

Mercer and Mike Bibby.

in need.”

School Basketball Game tips
I off at the US Air Force Acade; my’s Qune Arena in Colorado

Including this year’s squad,

Proceeds from fee 1997

there have been 484 McDon

McDonald’s All American
Game will benefit Ronald

Springs, CO on Saturday,

ald’s All Americans. More than
97 percent of than have played

March 29. The game will be

college basketball for Division

McDonald House Charities of
Southern Colorado. Previous

broadcast live on CBS at 2 pm
I EST

1 programs and more than 100

beneficiaries of fee game

complete in fee NBA today.

include Sickle Cell Anemia

The 1997 McDonald’s AH
I Americans join a list of alumni i

At all 7-ll'Sr ECKERDS, PUBLIX, KASH'N
HARRY and WINN-DIXIE Stores!

“We are very proud to cele

Research, the United Negro

brate the game’s 20th anniver

College Fund and many other

• “Free Full Service Car
Wash With Oil Change
* Custom Waxing & Detailing
• We Wash Vans & Pickups
Pickiins Tr
Too!

’AD

IK LUBE
DETAILING
CENTER

24-Hour Self-Service Car Wash
220 - 34th Street North, St. Petersburg
(813) 327-1900
8:30 to 5:30 Monday - Saturday

______

THE 7
WORKS!!!

FULL
SERVICE OIL
CHANGE

Full Service Car Wash,

30 pt. oil Change &
Safety Check
Includes oil, Filter,
. Lube, Visual Inspect., PLUS “Free Full Service
Car Wash”

Full Service
Car Wash

Polyshell 1000 Wax
System, Undercarriage

Polish Wax,
Poly Sealant Wax &
Air Freshener

Spray & Rust Inhibitor,
Air Freshener

plus tax

(Reg. $25.99)
Coupon EXPIRES 4/18/97

FULL 76
SERVICE
SAVE $2°° ! CAR WASH

SAVE s2 50

SAVE $3°°

$22.99

“FRESH 75 J
& SHINE” i

■

SAVE $1°°
i

Soft Cloth Car Wash.
Vacuum Interior,
Windows Cleaned, Dash
| Dusted, Exterior Towel
Dried & Detailed

$11.00 plus tax

$9.95 plus tax

(Reg. $13.50)

$7.95

(Reg. $11.95)

(Reg. $8.95)

Coupon EXPIRES 4/18/97

I

Coupon EXPIRES 4/18/97

I

Coupon EXPIRES4/18/97

2525 L Hlsbrough Ave.
Tampa, Fl 334,0

15201 bwbr Ave,
Ttwffo, ft 334,2

4058 N< Armems be,

,105 34ifc St Sooth

Tampa, ft 33407

St Pcfaibwj Fl 3371,

231-BEEP 231-BEEP 873-BEEP 327-1838
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Church News
All Nations Church
Of God By Faith

keeps us going when our spir

book is a compilation of

itual energy runs low.

almost 400 prayers from

King Jr.? They’re in the book,

around the world.

too. And when it’s your turn to

grams and movies is one indication that spirituality is mak

We also use prayer to pro
tect us from sorrow and pro

An index and a guide in the

say grace at mealtime, you

vide comfort in grief Some

back help readers locate pray

can say a prayer that people

SD. James. Come see and

ing a comeback.

look to it for resistance from

ers by author and tradition, or

haven’t heard every day.

feast, buffet style, for every

hearthis man of God, an end-

temptation or to shore up sag

by theme, occasion and need.

The book is small enough to

one to feast together with your

time apostle of the Lord with

But it’s really not something
that ever went out of style.

Do you like the prayer of St

fit into a purse or briefcase and

families. After dinner there
will be an Easter egg hunt for

a world-wide ministry of sal-

One of the most natural things

makes an appropriate gift for

in life, after breathing, is

The impulse to pray tran
scends all religions and soci

Francis of Assisi but can’t

vation and deliverance.

always remember it? It’s on
page 192. Or maybe you’re

upcoming religious holidays.

All Nations Pastor’s Aide

All Nations invites all

auxiliary invites everyone to
share in an exhilarating Sun-

churches and all people of all

day starting with regular 11

the world-wide evangeliza-

am services. Immediately fol-

tion crusade with Apostle

lowing there will be a love

nationalities to plan to attend

The world-wide evange-

angels on the covers of maga
zines and in television pro-

ging confidence.

eties—from the Christian

The day will culminate with

“Our Father” to the Navajo

looking for a few wise words

into when you’re stressed or

on the grounds ofAll Nations

Whether for thanksgiving,

chant to the Lord of the

uttered by Abraham Lincoln

frustrated.

gram at 4:30 pm. The guest

Church under the Shekinah

petition, praise or atonement,

Mountains.
Unfortunately, what also

speaker will be Evangelist

Tabernacle, 31st Street S and

Janice Hopkins, of New Life

4th Avenue, St Petersburg,

prayer offers us a chance to
put inflated egos aside and

transcends our impulse to

Church of God in Christ

April 4-13,8 pm nightly.

humbly rediscover what truly

pray is feeling inept when we
try to find the right words.

Pastors James and Johnnie

resume as usual at 7:30 pm.

L Williams, 327-2656. For

matters in life.
An old Jewish saying is that

Here’s a solution: “The Lit

further information, call 327-

Maundy Thursday service

Come and unite with us in the

“Prayer is for the soul what

tle Book of Prayers”(Work-

on Easter Sunday. Prayers

2656 or 327-5926. Myrtis

will be held during Holy

spirit of our Lord and Savior

food is for the body.” So nour-

man Publishing Co., $6.95).

will be said in gratitude to

Jesus Christ

Stevenson, reporter

Week. The primary focus of

ishing the soul with prayer

Edited by David Schiller, the

praise will be humility and

God for having Christ be

USDA Food Distribution For April

bean World Missions CEO,

plans to be in the Caribbean

and churches of the very spe-

ministers the US Department

Pasadena Community, 112
70th Street, 2nd Thursday of

port Senior Center, 550127th

reminds all supporting pastors

on Easter Sunday.
Send your offerings to

New applicants for the free

Avenue S, 3rd Friday of the

cial Easter offering for the

CWM,

of Agriculture’s emergency

the month.

needy in Haiti. Dr. Carlman

Tampa, FL 33612.

Greater Mt.
Zion AME
Church
Pastor Robinson and mem

Richardson Special Chorus.

bers invite you to worship

Mid-moming service is at 11.

with them on Easter Sunday.
Service begins at 6 am. Music
for the day will be provided
by the Male Chorus and

Stewardess Board #1 is
now taking ads for its Mother’s Day booklet Deadline for
all ads is April 30.

The St. Petersburg Free

April 10, 930-11:30 am,

Clinic Food Bank which ad-

April 18,10 am-noon, Gulf-

1401 - 18th Ave. S. • St. Pete, FL 33705
Rev. Clark Hazley, Sr., Pastor • 896-6843
Sunday School 10 a.m. / Morning Worship Service 11 a.m.

sins ofmankind. All members

the sermon subject. Worship

are expected to attend this

will begin at 7 pm. The ser-

holy observance.
Mid-morning worship will
begin with 10:15 wisdom

food program may register

clude the observance.
A Good Friday worship and

the day of distribution at the

brunch will take place at 11

be held by children/youth and

above sites from 8 am to 12

am. Prayer and meditation

missionaries. Members are
reminded of special pledges

school An Easter service will

April 12, 8 am-noon, St
Mark, 1301 37th Avenue S,

Zion Progressive, 958 20th

noon. The emergency food

will be the main goal of this

ution schedule for the upcom

2nd Saturday of the month.

Street; 3rd Saturday of the

program is available to all eli-

service. A solemn brunch

for building fund ministry will

commemorating the crucifix

be received at the conclusion

April 5, 8 am-noon, New

Bethel AME, 912 3rd Avenue

month
All month, St Giles Food

gible recipients regardless of
race, color, national origin,

ion of our Lord and Savior

of worship service. All mem

Hope, 212019th Street S; 1st

N, 3rd Thursday of the month

Pantry, 8271 52nd Street N,

age, sex or handicap.

will end the gathering.
Members will worship and

bers are encouraged to be

ing month.

April 17, 10 am-1 pm,

930 am-12:30 pm Monday-

Saturday of the month.

——'—'I

FIRST MT. PILGRIM EVANGELIST

■

~

1400 - 9th (MLK) Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33701 • (813) 823-3611
Pastor: Rev. Harry Jones
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Friday Bible Study
7:00 p.m.

Sunday Worship
Sunday School.............. 10:00 am Baptist Training Union.4:30 pm
Morning Worship
l:3p.am EveningWorship ...^;...,6:00 pm

Wednesday Prayer Meeting and Bible Study
...................7:00 pm
Friday Evening - Youth Meeting.............................................................6:30 pm

Pleasant Grove Missionary Baptist Church

2550 9th Avenue S.

St. Petersburg, FL
Rev. Joseph Gordon, Pastor

present.

GREATER LIGHT
AME Zion Church Inc.

MISSIONARY BAPTIST Church, INC.
2700 -5th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL
Reverend L.R Davis, Pastor
Home Phone: 345-3121

"EVERYONE IS WELCOME"

And Remember That Jesus Is The Light Of The World!

Galilee Missionary
Baptist Church

505 - 35th Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL • 327-3186
Early Morning Worship..........................7:00a.m.
Sunday School....................................... 9:30a.m. I Morning Worship...................................................... 8:00 a.r
Sunday School ...........................................................9.30 ar
Morning Worship........................ 10:50 a.m.
Mid-Morning Worship .......................................... ih00 a'r
Baptist Training Union...........................4:30p.m.
Baptist Training Union........... ..............................
5;00p'r
Communion.......... 7:00 a m. & 11:00 a.m.
Bible Study/Prayer Service ................Thursday 7:30 p.r
Prayer Meeting & Bible Study
Wednesdays............................... 7:30 p.m.
Couples Ministry (3rd Sunday) ...................'..6:00 p.r

“The Church where God is Love and you are Loved.”
Visitors Welcome

"The Church Where Everybody Is Somebody*

Islamic Services
Friday & Sundays at 1 p.m.

come the propitiator for the

cance of foot washing will be

food program in this area, an
nounces the following distrib

Weekly Activities

Masjid Al-Muminin

love. The spiritual signifi-

month
April 19, 8 am-noon, Mt

wednesday Bible study............................... 7:30 p.m.
Choir No. 1, Thursday.................................7:30 p.m.
Rehearsal, Saturday Evening...................... 4:30 p.m.

With Allah’s Name,
The Merciful Benefactor, The Merciful Redeemer

breakfast together at sunrise

vice of Tenebrae will con

^Friday only

The Church That Welcomes Everyone!

Grand Central Progressive
Baptist Church

New Philadelphia

will

services

requests your prayers as he

82456,

Or keep it for yourself to dip

the 100 Women in Hats pro

Dr. C.C. Carlman, Carib

POBox

or the Rev. Martin Luther

prayer. Like music or poetry,
it’s universal

Regular

CWM Easter
Offering For
Haiti

(NU) - The proliferation of

lism crusade will take place

children.

Dr. C.C. Carlman

The Little Book Of Prayers
Nourishes The Soul

Bethel Community
Baptist Church „

Come join us at the Church where everyone is Welcome!

Rev. Earnest Jones, Pastor

Bethel Metropolitan
Baptist Church

376218th Avenue South, St Pete

1045-'16 th Street S., St. Pete, FL 33712

Imam Askia Muhammad Aquil

PHONE: 896-6722

3455 - 26th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, FL
33711
(813) 327-0554

Rev. Manuel L. Sykes

"Church of The Open Door"

Services

Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 8:00 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.
Wed. NBC/AWANA/Bible Study/Praise & Prayer

Christ Gospel Church
2512 22nd Ave. S.
St Pete, FL 33712
327-0997
Rev. P.D.H. Leonard
Pastor

Sunday School............................ 8:45a.m.
Worship Service ..................10 a.m.

SUNDAY

St. Joseph Churcl
2101 - 22nd Ave. S., St. Petersbu
Catholic Diocese of St. Petersbui
Masses: Saturday 5:15 p.m.
Sunday 9 a.m. Gospel Choir
11 a.m. Traditional Choir
Order of Service from the
Afncan-American Catholic Hymnal

call 327-0997.

The Church Where Everyone is Welcome

2901 Fifth Avenue S.
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Bishop W.D. Holey, Pastor
SUNDAY SERVICES
Sunday School
...................................10:00 a.m Morning Worship........ ......................11:30 a.m
YPWW..................... ..................... ..... .
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship................
..... 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday, Bible Band 7:30 p.m.
Thursday, Prayer & Worship Service 7:30 p.m.

p.m.
DR. HENRY J. LYONS, PASTOR

Bible Study.:.........Wed., 7:30 p.m.

If you would like to come to church and do not have a way,

The Holy Ghost Church of Cod j|
Purchased With His Blood

p.m.
Sat. Noon Day Prayer Hour 12:00 noon -1:00

Prayer Services ....Wed., 6:30 p.m.

Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:45 a.m.
Evening Worship 7:30 p.m.
TUESDAY
Bible Study 7:30 p.m.
FRIDAY
Evangelical Service 7:30 p.m.
PRAYER TIMES
Tuesdays, Fridays & Sundays - half an hour
before service.
Mondays.& Thursdays, 7:30 p.m.
Friday- nights at midnight.
RADIO BROADCAST
Sundays 7:45 a.m.
-

7:00 p.m.
Thurs. Midday Bible Study 12:00 noon -1:00

Mt. Zion Primitive
Baptist Church

Bealsville Church Of God
2006 Hollomon Road, Plant City, FL (So. of Hwy. 60)
Between Smith Ryals and Holloman Roads
Elder Martin Rainey, Pastor
1-737-1746
Sunday School: 10:00 a.m
JSA8*** 11:30 amMid-week Tues. Night: 7:30 p.m.
rugate
Counseling and Bible Teaching
For transportation: Call 866-2589

STEWART-ISOM MEMORIAL CHRISTIAN METHODIST

EpiscopAL Church
1820 Walton Street S., St. Pete, FL 33712
(843)327-0593
Sunday School: 9:30 a.m. • Morning Worship: 11:00

3700 22nd Avenue S. • 321-0020
Elder Clarence L. Warren, Pastor
Sunday School

..

Morning worship

a.m.

. .9:30 a.m.

Bible Study: Wednesday, 7:00 p.m.

......11:00 a.m.

The church where everyone is welcome & the Spirit of Christ lives.

Rev.. Calvin Hopkins

“To God Be The Glory"
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Church News
Bethel
Metropolitan
The Sunday school hour

mid-day prayer hour at noon.

will be altered this week to

If you want your child to get

allow the annual Easter pro-

an excellent well-rounded

gram presentations. Chair La-

education,

people are darker hued and

and Anita McMillian have

year excelled in reading, writ-

people of colorjust work hard

that the blond, blue-eyed

worked tirelessly to assure a

ing, math, knowledge of

enough they will succeed in

image of Jesus has only

quality performance. Parents
are reminded to have their

Bible verses and the display of

this country. I am always

good manners. Registration

amazed because it seems that

emerged within the past cen
tury or so. Weed, many early

American communities singing for brag
ging rights, honors and donations to be con

for tiie 1997-98 school year

every week there is new evi

Russian Orthodox icons of

Pastor Henry J. Lyons and

begins on April 1. You may

dence that racism is alive and

Mary and the infant Jesus por

members invite you to one of

call 328-2409 or stop by after

well in America Take the

tray them both with dark fea

the greatest worship services

3 pm for further details.

story of the passion play in

tures.
But Giles found another

of the year; Resurrection Sun-

Chairs Deacon and Mrs.

day. The 8 and 11 am experi

William Gale, co-chair Dea

Union City, NJ.
After 82 years of the Park

interesting phenomenon as
welL When he played Herod

ences will remind us of the

con Lannis Thomas Sr. and

Theater Performing Arts Cen

ultimate demonstration of

the pastor’s anniversary com

ter’s production of The Pas

(a negative role) in last year’s

love. This week the Praise
Team, combined choirs and

mittee are busy planning for

sion Ploy, this year the center

performance or when he play

the celebration of our pastor’s

chose an African American to

ed Lucifer in another produc

26th anniversary. The prayer

alternate in the role of Jesus

tion, there was no outcry. “I

brunch will be held at 10:30

That’s when the uproar began.

guess they can accept a blade
man in a negative role,” said

dty, were leaving profane

Sunday, April 13 at 11 am.

messages and cancelling tick

racism gets in the way of real

so by calling 813-896-2922 or 941-722

March 29, Easter rehearsal,

ets, but the actor; Desi Amaz

ity. Once again race brings out

Giles, found himself facing

the worst in people. But it also

5942.

1130 am; Easter egg hunt, 1

dance at our Wednesday night

pm

death threats. “As soon as

brings out the best as well.

AWANA, NBC, Bible study

30th, Easter program, Josephine Childs Circle #7 bake

you’re cast in something like

The center stood behind its

this, you know it may stir

director’s decision to choose

sale

some people,” Giles said, “but

the best actor for the role,

death threats?”
It seems that the image of

regardless of race. His cast-

We

have

reached 85% of our prayer
goal of500 by March 30.
, We encourage your atten-

and prayer meeting at 7 pm.
The study groups are design-

season of Lent hi preparation

ebrate and commemorate the

for Easter, Christians all over

resurrection of our Lord arid

several parallels ih the Bible:
Noaf}’$
r?n
Moses’ time in tiie wilderness
and certainly Jesus’ 40 days of
temptation in the wilderness.
Easter Sunday marks tiie

2nd devotions leaders are the

You are welcome to attend

members invite everyone to
worship with them on Sun-

12th,
pastor’s
brunch, 10:30 am

prayer

13th, Ada Berry Circle #5

mates also supported Giles.

20th, pastor’s anniversary

12 noon. Meet us for Saturday

30th, birth-month reception

threatening to some that their

Please see pg. 14

First. Mt. Zion

1121 22nd Street So., St. Petersburg, FL
Rev. Wallace Elliott, Pastor
Church Services

pastor ofFaith Memorial, will
deliver the sermon. Music
will be proyided b.y.tlie Christ »

8:00 a.m........................ Morning Service
9:45 am......"..
.Sunday School

Gospel Church Mass Choir

11:00 a.m. .

Moore.

tions, musical instruments to
slats. The young adults will

dren participants in the Easter
program should be there at the

with

time. All adults at 7:15 pm for

day. Church school begins at

Ulysses Connelly as the

9:30 am and morning worship at 11. Rev. James will

judge, Vaughn Roberson as

dress rehearsal.
On Saturday, the church

the bailiff and a host of wit

school department will enjoy

bring the message.
A special Easter program is

nesses.
Friday night, all Youth

an Easter egg hunt/party at
Boyd Hill, coordinated by

planned at 5 pm with partici-

Choir members are to practice

Todd and Lenice Smith.

pants ages 3 to 70, from recita

at 6 pm at the church and chil

Shalonda Owens, reporter

present

The

Trial

New Hope Missionary
Baptist Church

Join us for any of our services where you will always find
“JESUS BEING PREACHED AND TAUGHT”

ly distributed book is the
Bible, which has been
translated into 318 languages and portions of it
into 1,628 languages.

5:00 p.m................... ............... ..

10th Street Church OS God
Sunday School................................. 9:30
Morning Worship
.11:00
Wednesday Night Prayer Meeting/
Bible Study........................................7:15
Evening Worship (1st & 3rd Sunday) . .6:00

a.m.
a.m.

Nations Church of God By Faith
327-6866 ‘ 327-2656

Sunday School................................. . .9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship..................................... .11a.m.
Night Worship ............................................. 7 p.m.
Tuesday Bible Class ...................8 p.m.
Wednesday Prayer Meeting......................... 8 p.m.
Friday Tarry Service .................. ...................8 p.m.
Saturday Sabbath School ..............11 a.m.
Rev. Johnnie Lee Williams, Pastor

20th Street
Church Of
Christ
820 20th Street South
St. Pete, FL
Home: 896-8006
Minister Robert Clemons

Sunday Morning Bible Class .............. 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship................ 10:30 a.m.
Ladies Bible Class Monday.............. 7:00 p.m.
Sunday Evening Worship ................. .5:00 p.m.
Monday Evening Bible Class..............7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening Bible Class . . . .7:00 p.m.

"

“Where strangers.meet with friends and sinners find their God,’

ELIM Seventh-Day
• 801
Adventist
Church
- 6th Avenue S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712

M.A., M.DIV., D. Min.
Rastor-Counselor

Rev. Chester L. James, Jr. - Pastor
International Headquarters, Anderson, Indiana

ELIM Junior Academy & Day Care Center

Trinity Presbyterian Church
--j

2830 - 22nd Avenue South • St. Petersburg, Florida 33712
(813) 327-8560

||||||B'

SBctI '

Jib Willi

9:00 AM.................................... . . ......................................... Prayer Time J.
9:30 AM............................... ................................................. Sunday School
11:00 AM............................................................................ ..
. . Worstiip
12:30 PM........................................... .................... -Afeer^Service Fellowship
Wednesday 6:30 PM Prayer Meeting and Bible Study
You are invited to share spiritual nurturing, preaching of the Gospel and a

“Everyone Is Welcome”

-

.

-it!
Dr. Frederick D. Terry

Christian community for everyone

St. John Missionary Baptist
'

CHURCH SERVICES
Sundays 8 AM and 11 AM Worship
Sunday School 9:30 AM
Baptist Training Union 4:30 PM
Prayer Meeting Thursday 7:30 PM

Prayer Meeting: 7:30 PM
LEWIS W. EDWARDS

p.m.
p.m.

.

3000 - 4th Avenue S. * St. Petersburg, FL

Missionary Baptist

(813) 894-5246 / 823.-1619
SATURDAYS
Sabbath School: 9 am
Morning Worship: 11 am
Youth Hour: 1 Hour Before
Sunset
WEDNESDAY

207 10th Street North, St. Petersburg, FL

Church: 898-3838 • Res: 821-9501
Pastor: Elder B.O. Walker
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Bible Study Tuesday
7:30 p.m.
Mid-Week Service Friday 7:30 p.m.
Prayer Tuesday Morning
9 a.m.
Rev. Alvin Moore, Pastor

.B.T.U.

"The Little Church Where
Everybody Is Somebody”

419 5th St. S., St. Pete, FL 33701

i0-30 AM
..............PRAISE & WORSHIP SERVICES ................ SUNDAY
9 00 AM
CHURCH SCHOOL................ .SUNDAY
5 00 P.M
FELLOWSHIP & DINNER..............TUESDAY
7-00 PM
........BIBLE STUDY ...........................TUESDAY
6-00 PM
..................................PRAYER SERVICES ...........................TUESDAY
7;30 PM...............................MASS CHOIR REHEARSAL ............ THURSDAY

Friendship

...... .Worship Service

Bible Holiness
Church of God in Christ

2120 19th St. S., St. Pete * 896-5228

information and would like to, you may do

2315 18th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL

reaction was to promise death

Missionary Baptist Church

under the direction of Carol

ever, if a church has not received any of this

Jesus as a blade man is so

ice cream social

the Thursday Bible study at

10th Street Church
Of God_____ _______
Rev. Chester L. James and

been mailed to most area churches; how

anniversary proper will be on

success.

er Sunday morning as we cel

selves and our faith.
The 40-day time frame has

the direction of Madison Mays.
Information concerning this event has

with

TLC ministry. Transportation
is provided.

will Baptist Church, 23617th
Avenue S. Rev. Bragg Turner,

with The Weekly ChaUenger’dxvA is under

Gfles.
It seems that once again

observance of the Christian

all a time to examine our

South Star Communications in association

that people in this multi-racial

6th, YM/JMA dinner

March 30 at Macedonia Free-

there are no entry fees.
The choir festival is being presented by

am on Saturday, April 12

for the entire family. The April

tion and penitence. It offers us

tributed to their particular church. The com
petition is open to all area tjhurches and

Plan now to be there. The

community is cordially invit
ed to worship with us on East

Easter sunrise service will

ture choirs from Pinellas County’s African-

enrollment campaign has
been immensely showered

on Feb. 12 this year, marked

be held at 6:30 am on Sunday,

to be announced later. The festival will fea

Not only did the center find

April 5, walk-a-thon, 11 am

as a time ofrepentance, reflec-

held in St Petersburg at a date and location

Gayle Arrington, Tara York

over and done with an that if

ed to enhance biblical growth

season (excluding Sundays)

tival of Choirs competition 1997 will be

people claim that racism is

end of the Lenten season. The

Savior Jesus Christ

The inaugural rendition of tiie Florida Fes

school. Students attending this

Ash Wednesday, observed

the world observe the 40 day

that Jesus was bom in an area

Bethel Metropolitan Christian

The Sunday school’s 1997

the beginning of the annual

I am always amazed when

by Bernice Powell Jackson

Toy Black, Jackie Swanson,

#1 ushers will serve.

IMA Holds
Easter Sunrise
Service

consider

to the performer. The irony is

Ronda Festival of
Choirs
Competition

of the world in which most

children here at 9:15 am.

Rev. Bragg L. Turner

then

Changing The
Image Of Jesus

320(L5th Avenue S., St. Petersburg, FL
Rev. Steve Thomas, Pastor

. . -----,

-

•

-

New Mt. Olive Primitive Baptist Church
3001 18th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Church: (813) 327-9904
Office: (813) 321-3898
Elder Carl Rhodes, Jr., Pastor
Early Morning Worship 8 a.m. (2nd thru 5th Sundays)

EAKLY Morning Worship 8 A.m.

Church School 9:30 a.m. • Mid-Morning Worship 11 a.iri.

SUNDAY SCHOOL 9:30 A.M.
LATE MORNING WORSHIP 11 A.M.

Communion Service 5

p.m. (1st Sundays)

Prayer Meeting 7 p.m. (Tuesdays)

Bible STUDY & PrAyer Meeting Wed. 7 p.m.

Christian Education School 7 p.m. (Wednesdays)

iCome join us each Sunday (or any or all of these services.
You are welcome.

“Oh, Come Let Us Praise The Lord!”

ST. MARK MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
1301 - 37th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL

511 Prescott St. S., St. Petersburg, FL33712
The Church of the “Daily Word”

Schedule of Services

Church School .
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ..................................... 11 a.m.
Baptist Training Union......................................5p.m.
Evening Worship.................................. 6:30 p.m.

Sunday Morning Service . . . .11:00 a.m.-12 Noon
Sunday School and Youth Education
Sunday Morning Adult Class

Prayer Meeting

.10:00 a.m.

•••••• .9.30 a.m.

(813) 898-2457
Prayer Line 1-800-308PUSH

Thursday .’....................................................... 7p.m.
Rev. Brian Brown

“One week from church makes one weak.’

Unity Temple Of Truth Church

affiliated with Unity School of Christianity,

Rgv Me|vera

Unity Village, Missouri

Hinton Brown
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Church News
St. Mark
Missionary
Baptist Church
Rev. Brian Brown and
members extend a cordial
welcome to church services
beginning with the 6:45 am
Easter Sunday sunrise service.
Deacons will lead devotion,

will deliver the message.
The children and youth
department will present their
annual Easter program this
Sunday at 5 pm. Everyone is
invited.

Rev. J.W. Rogers will deliver

On Sunday, April 13, the
junior women will hold a fellowship service. The public is
invited.

serve.
Church school begins at

Monday, children/youth
ministry, 6 pm; junior

9:30 am. The 10:45 am ser-

women, 7 pm; Gospel Chorus,8pm

vice begins with deacons
leading devotion. The Gospel
Chorus will render song ser
vice with Franklin Gray at the
organ and Vivian Green at the
piano. The #2 usher board
will again serve. Rev. Brown

Rev. M. Mason Walker and
Rev. Dawkins, the Steward

Tuesday, teachers meeting,
7 pm; Wednesday, Special

Board and members invite
you to observe Holy Week

AME, Tampa
, “I thirst,” Ira

March 24-28 and Easter Sun-

Moore’s Chapel, St Pete

day service on March 30.

Chorus, 7 pm
Thursday, senior hour of
power, 1 pm; prayer meeting
and Bible study, 7 pm

Image Of Jesus

from pg. 13

Martin, Bethel AME

The following is the sched-

Monday, “The Oeaning of

al Lay Day onApril 20. At the

the Temple,” Rev. Marvin

10:30 am service, Dr. Lynette

Lowery, Bethel AME, St.

Pennington, noted educator

Petersburg

and speaker, will bring the

Tuesday, “Betrayed for 30

message. Everyone is invited.

Pieces of Silver,” Rev. James
Ward

The 2nd annual Dine with

Tfemple,

Men who Cook event is

Bradenton

scheduled for Sunday, April 6.

Wednesday, “Resting and

The affair, which features

Waiting,” Rev. Lonnie Gray,

some of the outstanding

Green Chapel, Largo

gourmet cooks in the Tampa

Thursday, “The Passover/”
foot washing,

Rev.

Bay area, will be held from 2

Ben

to 5 pm in the William-Harris

Adams, Mt Zion Primitive,

fellowship hall of the church,

some cursed and some can-

ets to show their support.‘The
positive reinforcement, the

celled, others called to encourtive stereotypes, then I’ll know
that we are on the road to end
ing racism in America. But
stories like this one let me
know we have much more
work to do and the time has

prepare exotic dishes. For

positive support outnumbers
the negative at least 20-1,”

Keystone

more information, call 822-

says Giles.

Me in Paradise,” Ada Davis

‘Today you shall be with

at 7 pm. The April llthspeaker is Delores Ross and the

vice. The stewardess and

April 18 speaker is Mission-

be held at 5:30 am on March

any role, when black men are

Rev. Cassie B. Taylor, Mt

30. Bethel AME and Moore’s

accepted in other than nega-

Olive AME, Clearwater

Chapel will worship together

come and worship with them
on Easter Sunday. Sunrise ser

izens meeting, 6:30 pm
Wednesday, April 2, praise/

vice begins at 6 am followed

7 pm; mid-day

prayer service, 7 pm
Tuesday, April 1, Mass

by a continental breakfast.
You are encouraged to stay

Licensed Practical Nurses

will take place at 11 am. Pas-

Association will host a free

will render song service.

tor Walker will deliver the

performance drama and train

message, the African Freedom Singers will provide

ing on breast cancer awareness at 7 pm on Thursday,

music, the stewardess board

March 27. The event is spon

and youth ushers will serve.

sored by Moore’s Chapel,
3037 Fairfield Avenue S.

the name of Jesus this Sunday

ment will present an Easter
play and Friendship choirs

Wednesdays, prayer ser-

and the upcoming week. Sun-

will render song service.

usher boards will serve.

ary Gladys Newton, a mem-

The Easter program will be
held at 930 am.

ber of Pleasant Grove.

The special Easter service

The Daisy Pierce and Fan
nie Williams Missionary So
ciety will sponsor breakfast
following the Easter sunrise
service. Dine in or take out
The church will hold its
Easter egg hunt at 3:30 pm on
Saturday, March 29. Parents

and worship with us during

Father,
You have
given so much}
give one thing
more - a
grateful heart.
Dear

We welcome you to uplift

vice, 12 noon; Bible study/

day services are at 8 and IT

prayer service, 7 pm
Saturdays, sister-to-sister

am. The deacons will be in

Thursday, 7:30 pm, prayer
meeting and a special class is

charge of devotion and the

taught on the Christian’s

Bible study, 9 am

Special Chorus will provide

duties by Rev. Pearson. All

music Church school is held

members are asked to be pre

at 9:30 am.

sent and learn our duties as

Friday, April 4, love feast,
7pm

PRAYER
HELPS

Sunday.
The 5th Sunday rally is held
at 4 pm. The youth depart

members.
Monday, Bible study, 7:30
pm; Wednesday, youth train
ing, 6 pm; Bible study, noon

Good Samaritan Baptist Fellowship
Meeting at Covenant Presbyterian Church
4201 6th Street South, St. Petersburg, Florida
Sunday Worship Service: 8:45 A.M.

Amen.

The church anniversary will
be observed May 16-18.

Friendship

There will be no BTU this

Macedonia Freewill Baptist Church

Wednesday Bible Study: 7:30 P.M.

• Wholistic Ministry (Physical, Mental, and Emotional)
• Bible Based Fellowship Considering the Biblical Commands in Light of Contemporary
Problems
• Promoting the Self-Worth and Equality of All Persons
• Non-Sexist Participation • Youth Ministry.
NATHANIEL W. TINDALL, II, PASTOR

1—^1^

2361 Seventh Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Florida
Rev. John Copeland, Pastor

Rev. M. Mason Walker, Pastor

Morning Worship............. ................................... .......... ;... 8:00 a.m.

321-3545

Sunday School............ ..... ........................... .......... 9:30 a.m.
Mid-Morning Worship.......... .................__ .....___ ..... 11:00 a.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Class Wed.......... .... ...... . 7:00 p.m.

3037 Fairfield Avenue
St. Petersburg, FL
Early Morning Worship....... ........... 8:00 a.m.
Sunday School............ ................ 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship............... .......... 11:00 a.m.

Communion is observed quarterly
the first Sunday after every 5th Sunday.

TSew ^Philadelphia Community €hurch|
72re Reverend Don A. Gaskin, Pastor
2335 - 22nd Avenue South
P. O. Box 15935 * St Petersburg, FL 33733
Wisdom'School 9:50 AM * Morning Worship 10:30 AM
Bible Study Fellowship 6:30 PM (Wed.)
[Deacon Ministry ............. ..............................................................Deacon Edward Nesbitt!
[Finance Ministry....................... ..................................................... ........... James Robinson|
[Children ft Youth Ministry............................ ...........
Joyce Robinson,
[Clerk Ministry.................................... .................... Wyvonnia McGee,

St. John Missionary Baptist Church
1500 N. Pennsylvania Avenue
1
,
Clearwater, Florida 33516
Church Phone: 443-1945 Parsonage: 446-6056

Faith Memorial Missionary
Baptist Church

Rev, Fleming Tarver, Rutnr
o

t

r, 1

,

Sunday Services

Sunday bchool.......................

1800 18th Avenue S., St. Petersburg, FL

™

Morning Worship................................................................. s a-m-

Reg. Bragg L. Turner, Pastor

Baptist Training Union.....................
................. e An a,m>
Evening Worship............................
......................... ..............................

Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 11 a.m.
Membership Training 5 p.m.
Bible Study & Prayer
Meeting Tuesday 7 p.m.

rcn/'o’
...........................
Weeklu vertices

Travelers Rest
Missionary

BAPTIST

Church

2183 22nd Avenue South, St. Pete, FL 33712

For transportation to the church, call 327-8196 or 327-2391.
The Church Where Everyone Is Welcome

Prayer Tower Church Of God In Christ

Church Phone: 822-4869
Residence: 894-5094
Mid-Morning Worship Service.......................11:00 a.m
Sunday School................................................................ 9:30a.m
Prayer/Praise Service (Wednesday)...................7:00 p.m
Rev. Donald F. Browne
Bible Study (Every 2nd & 4th Sunday)...............6:00 p.m
"WE ARE THE CHURCH WHERE CHRIST IS THE CENTER OF ATTRACTION

New Faith
Free Methodist Church
2427 Irving Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL

Phone: 824-2814, Pastor • 323-1290, Church
THEME: Looking Upward, Searching Inward, Striving Onward

SUNDAY Morning Services
Sunday School ....................................................... 9:30 am
Morning Worship
...................................... 11:00 am
Youth Bible Study ............................................. Wed. 6:30 pm
Adult Bible Study & Prayer Service .... .Wed. 7:00 pm

Rev. Curtiss L. Long, Pastor

6:00 p-m-

n4’1 ‘
Bible Class Monday, 7:00 p.m.
Ptayer Meeting & Bible Study, Wednesday 7:00 p.m.

ihe church where everybody is somebody and Christ is all.

GREATER MT. ZlON AFRICAN
METHODIST EPISCOPAL CHURCH

“The Church That’s Moving Forward Together"

First Baptist Institutional Church:

919 - 20th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Third Avenue South
St. Petersburg, fl

3144

Greater Gt. Paul
Missionary Baptist Church
532 33rd Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL
Rev. Dr. J.L. Holloway
Sunday School
.......................... g:3o a.m.
Morning Worship ................................10:45 a.m.
... 6 p.m.

Baptist Training Union 5 p.m.
Tuesday Night
General Bible Study

Rev. Charles Robinson, Pastor

Phone: 323-7518
Rev. Wayne

G.

Early Morning Worship 7:30 a.m. • Sunday School 9:30 a m
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. • AU Male Bible Study Tues 6-00 p m
Prayer Meeting Tues. 7:00 p.m. • Bible Study and Luncheon Wed.

Thompson, Pastor

Sunday School, - 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship - 11:00 a.m.

11:00 a.m.
Co-ed and Adult Bible Study Thurs. 6:30 p.m
Support Group Every Sunday 6:00 p.m.
Live Broadcast WRXB (Every Sunday 8:30 a.m.)
DIAL-A-DEVOTION (24 Hours) 822-1936 • Tape Ministry • Bus Ministry
Need a tape of a service or transportation - Dial 894-1393
3

Come Worship With
the First Baptist Family

("The church with a heart in the heart of the city")

Thursday Night Prayer
Meeting & Teachers Meeting
We

meeting,

Bible study, 11 am; senior dt-

vice may call 822-4869.

has Thou forsaken me/” Rev.

Evening Worship

er. Everyone is invited to

at 9:30 am. The Mass Choir

atthistime.

Moore's Chapel
AME Church

monthly

will present its Easter program

Easter sunrise service will

“Woman, behold thy son,”

Elder Clarence Welch, Pastor
Sunday School 10 a.m.
Morning Service 11:30 a.m.
YPWW 5:30 p.m. Sunday
Church Service 6:30 p.m. Sunday
Night Services 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday Services 7:30 p.m.
Prayer Meeting, Wednesday 7:30 p.m.
Bible Band, Thursday 7:30 p.m.

message, the Inspirational
Choir will render song ser

Society

The Registered Nurses and

2089 or 327-1234.

When black actors can play

1135 37th Street South, St. Pete, FL

April 11 and Friday, April 18

The lay organization’s revi-

wish everyone a Happy Fast

portation to any worship ser

caterers and other men who

“My God, my God, why

3rd century

Rev. Walker will deliver the

a gourmet cuisine with chefe,

“Father, forgive them,” Rev.
Bessie Mohead, Mt Pleasant

not yet come.

val will be held on Friday,

The public is invited to enjoy

Last Words from the Cross

children.

on Easter Sunday, March 30.
Sunrise service is at 530 am.

3rd Avenue at 10th Street N.

Good Friday, The Seven
age the center and bought tick

are invited to participate with

sionary

moming service. The CYYA .

Hany L. Dawkins
Bethel will observe its annu

Good Friday:

Thursday, March 27, Mis-

Rev. Browne and members

Choir rehearsal, 7 pm
Persons in need of trans

My Spirit” host pastor, Rev.

ule for each night leading to

Traveler’s Rest

Sunday school and mid-

“Into Thy hands I commend

St Petersburg

While some threatened and

Whitson,

‘Tt is finished,” Rev. Willa

Sunday school at 9 am and

Golden,

members invite all to services

Beverly Lane, Mt Carmel

worship service at 10;30.

the message, the Gospel Chorus will render song service
and the #2 usher board will

Moore’s
Bethel AME ChapelAME

Bethel African Methodist
Episcopal Church

welcome you at all times.

Bibleway Church of
God In Christ
3774 19th Avenue S., St. Pete, FL
Elder Sylvester Reeves, Pastor

Sunday Services
Sunday School ............................... 10:30a.m
Evening Worship................ .............. 7.30 p.m.
Weekly Service begins at 7:30 p.m.
Bible Band, Tuesdays, Tarry Service, Wednesdays
“Where the Lord's Spirit and Blessings Flow Gently. ’

955 20th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Phone: 894-4311
Sunday School:
8:00 a.m.
Worship Service: 7:00 a.m. * 9:00 a.m. *11:15 a.m.
New Membership Class: Sunday, 8:00 a.m.;
Wednesday, 6:30 p.m.
Wednesday, Bible Study - 7:30 p.m.
(Adult and Youth)

912 - 3rd Avenue North • Phone: 822-2089
Sunday Worslup
Sunday School

............................................................ ...........
............................................................ ........

Prayer Service/Bible Study ............................Tues. 7:00 p.m

Rev. Wilkins Garrett, Jr.,
Pastor

Also offering tutoring, free lunch, mentoring, day care, after school care
boy scouts, private school.
'

Junior Church Fellowship ............................ Thurs. 6:00 pm.
Tutoring ..................................... Mon. & Thurs. 5:30-6:30 p.m.

The Rev. Hany L.
Dawkins, M. Div., Pastor

Welcome... This church opens wide the door and w the name of Christ and Onr Lord sap^COMEI’
Transportation Is Available

<
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Wildwood Crowns Pageant Queens
council

president

Dontae

8

‘Tater”’Bristol;
Bristol: mistresses
mistirssi'R nf
of

from pg. 1

19?

.J.'

ceremonies Angela Bradford
and Analisa Junior, deejay
Andre Simmons Sr. The
judges were Louis Fillyau,
Dewon

Gibbo,.

Brenda

Jackson, Blanche Reedy, Tara
Sermons and Allison Webb.
Thomas “Jef’Jackson expresses appreciation to everyone who made the pageant a
success.

BUOY'S RIB

SHffty
Advertise In The Tampa
Edition Of

The Weekly Challenger

12640 Wilcox Road • Largo, FL 33778
(813) 593-0094

By Appointment Only

Business Ads

/ Shear Essence
TOTAL HAIR CARE

Birthday Pictures

owv baiv into't becoming, 'gjj
to gow, gou ibouM be coming to ubf

Master Jeweler
Charlie Akins
Hm. (904) 696-7690
Jacksonville, FL

Re-design Jewelry
From Your Old Gold
Repairs While
You Wait

Extension Weaving and Braiding:
ASK FOR: DeeDee Griffin, Bunny Arthur,
Juliet Franklin, Mitzi Hall, Donna Bean & .
Jackie Smith, Valentina Baytops.
Massage Therapist: Barbara Lane
Manicurist: Beatrice Morris

Nexus. — Paul Mitchell
Design Essentials — Menders
Revlon — T.C.B. — Bantu

Hires Hairstyling
3427 - 11th Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL 33713
Telephone: 323-8649

328-7189
328-7289

1

Special Section Ads
Church Ads

1
i
i
i
i

3425 22nd AVENUE SOUTH
ST. PETERSBURG, FL 33711

i
1

OPEN MONDAYS,

i
I

TUES.-THURS. 9 AM-10 PM

The Suncoast’s New

Music Leader

Call: Marketing Rep.
Wayne Bradley

Custom Jewelry
By Akins

16?

Advertise in the paper
that's challenging
your competition.

featuring
*Rob Simone - voted Music Forum
magazine’s Best Urban DJ for 1995
and 1996! M-F 6-10am.
*Greg Alexandrea — Lancia Cafe
Mon.-Fri. 10am-3pm. 1
* Afternoon Traffic Jamj with Tony
King. Mon.-Fri. 3-7pm.
*Michael St. Baron. Evenings 7pm<
12am.
*Weekends feature Troy Ward
Saturday mornings
and Sunday with Heavenly
Inspirations.
For Advertising Call
Rinita Anderson, Sales Manager
327-9792
REQUEST. LINE 864-1600

Phone: (813) 896-2922

Office: 327-WRXB (9792)>

• FRI. 9 AM-9 PM • SAT. 7 AM-8 PM
— WALK-INS WELCOME —

1700

34th St. S., St. Pete, FL 33711

16
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NTERTAINMENT
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Tampa Bay Blues Festival Explore The Evolution
Delivers Top Talent
OfJjtZZ
main library auditorium, 900 N

pean instruments and African

Ashley Drive, jazz artist Fred

rhythms which gave birth to a

BordertoBordersenesonihree
upcoming Sunday afternoons.

Johnson from the Tampa Bay

music called Dixieland will be

Performing Arts Center begins

explored.

This unique free series explores

the series with the origins and

include many of the talented

the history, the people and the

traditions of a people from

players ofthe period, their influ-

sounds that came together to

Africa and their journey to a

ence on the music and the

create the music known asjazz.

migration of the people and the

On April 20 at 3 pm in the

new world. The realities of
slavery, adaptation to a new cul

Tampa-Hillsborough County

ture and the blending of Euro

TAMPA- Explore the evo
lution ofjazz atAmerica’sJazz:

Discussions will

music to the North.

tiie USFSt Petersburg’s Bay-

a cigar tasting will be held
A wide variety of children’s
activities are planned including

boro peninsula.

a petting zoo, pony rides, face

April 12 from noon to 6 pm on

painting, storytelling and a
marine life touch tank. The

Blues bands, TC Carr and the
Catch and Dr. Rocket will per

USF St Pete Singers will per
form sea chanties and tiie Soci

form as will the Zydeco band
Swampgrass. Cajun cuisine
including crawfish, beignets

New York City where he was

Musical Genius of Duke

exposed to a broad range of

Ellington, a national traveling

musical styles, international

exhibition appearing free at the

travels with the Ellington

Tampa-Hillsborough County

orchestra, experiments in the

public library system’s main

recording studio and the deeply
spiritual compositions of his
An interactive videodisc unit

innovative composer who cre

allows visitors to see and hear

ated a world renowned body of

instrumental and vocal soloists

music with its own sophisticat

who worked with Ellington,

ships at USFSt Petersburg.
The festival is located on the

ed, highly individualistic sound,

among them Ben Webster and

Ellington was also a jazz band

dark Terry.

Bayboro peninsula at 1st Street

leader extraordinaire who ask-

S and 8th Avenue S, adjacent to

ed for and received the very

County public library system is

Albert Whitted Airport Park
ing is free and available on all

best from all of his musicians.

one of only 30 libraries across

Ellington’s life and music are

the US to host the traveling ex-

USF parking lots and at the air

reminders that jazz if a truly

hibition. The Smithsonian Insti

port The Looper Trolley will

American musical genre with (

tution traveling exhibition ser-

also service the festival.

appeal that crosses lines of

vice and the American Library

class, race and age.

Association organized the exhi

the

major blues talents will head
line the Tampa Bay Blues Fes
tival onApril 5-6 at the Vinoy
waterfront park in St Peters

Beyond Category traces the

bition with major funding from

primary influences and ideas

the National Endowment for

found in Ellington’s music. It

the Humanities.

OAK BROOK, IL- Tak

burg. Chicago's Koko Taylor,
known as the Queen of the
Blues, performs Saturday at
8:30 pm. The following night at
8:30, three-time Grammy win
ner Buddy Guy, one of the
world’s top blues guitarists,
takes the stage.
“This year’s talent makes this

NEW YORK - A Who’s

awards. This year was certain

Whittaker, SWV, Joan Os

event so good as any two-day

Who of the music and enter

borne, Antonio ‘TA” Reid,

blues music festival you’ll find

tainment industry celebrated

ly no different The guest list
included many Grammy

anywhere in the world,” said

late into the evening at the

nominee artists, producers,

Terry McMillan, producer

blues festival producer Chuck

Arista Records pre-Grammy

songwriters, leading industry

David Foster, Blaine Trump,

Ross, a partner with the law

party. Clive Davis, Arista pres-

executives, music and film

Arnold Scaasi, Robin Leach,

songwriter Diane Warren,

firm of Holland & Knight as

ident and founder, hosted the

legends. The hottest ticket in

Burt

well as an avid blues fen and

annual affair that has earned

town was attended by Whit

Bayer-Sager, Chris Rock,

performer.

the reputation as the party

Paul Anka and more.

Carole

Two days of blues, beer, food

around Grammy time. The

ney Houston, Aretha Franklin,
Babyface, Sean “Puffy”

and fim will fill Vinoy waterfront park. The gates open at 11

posh Plaza Hotel in Manhat

Combs, T-Boz and “Left

Davis, Faith Evans, Shanna,

tan was the site of the event

Eye” Dza Lopez, Tony Rich,
Martha Stewart, Sarah Mc-

Whitney Houston, Forest
Whitaker and Kenneth
“Babyface” Edmonds

USA Today has called the

noon on both days. The sched

event “tiie place to be” tiie

Lachlan, Quincy Jones, Gwen

ule is:

night before the Grammy

Stefeni, Faith Evans, Forrest

Tampa-Hillsborough

McDonald’s Kicks
Off The Monopoly®
Game Promotion

ST. PETERSBURG- Two

Bacharach,

The

examines his roots in tiie rich

KoKo Taylor

Trudy Lynn S

later years.
traveling with the exhibition

Bash Tops Off Grammy
Week____ ___________

am and the first act begins at

Washington, DC, his success in

jects of Beyond Category: The

American musical history. An

ety for the Advancement of
Poynter Library will hold its

and jambalaya will be served

ture of tum-of-the-century

of Duke Ellington are the sub

Ellington is a seminal figure in

annual book sale.
Proceeds will benefit scholar-

ages will be available. Zydeco
line dancing will be taught and

Festival of States on Saturday,

African-American musical cul

Edward Kennedy “Duke”

and beer, wine and other bever

be held in conjunction with the

TAMPA-, The unique musi
cal legacy and illustrious career

library through May 15.

Blues On The
Festival
ST. PETERSBURG -A
Blues on the Bayou festival will

Duke Ellington
Exhibition At
The Library

Donald’s Express, an authen

ing a cue from the Monopoly

tic, antique steam engine that

game’s famous railroad prop
erties, McDonald’s launches
its March Monopoly game

brings to life the Monopoly
game’s railroad icons, is traveling the country to support lit

promotion with a cross-coun

eracy and herald McDonald’s

try tour to donate 25,000 new

most

books to under-served chil

game promotion ever.

exciting

Monopoly

dren nationwide. The Mc

We Welcome Your Letters
To The Editor

Send your letters to:
2500 - 9th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33707

L-R: Aretha Franklin, Clive

Saturday, April 5
Sunday, April 6

noon-12:45 pm, RockBotton
& the Cutaways
1:15-2 pm, T.G Carr and the
Catch
2:30-4 pm, Lucky Peterson

Mighty Flyers

noon-12:45 pm, Rhythm

8:3010 pm, Buddy Guy '

Review

. This is the first year that the

1:15-2 pm, Backtrack Blues

Tampa Bay Blues Festival has

Band

4:30-6 pm, Chris Duarte

2:304 pm, Trudy Lynn

6:30-8 pm, Elvin Bishop

4:306 pm, Jimmy Thackery

8:30-10 pm, Koko Taylor

6:308 pm, Rod Piazza & the

been an official Festival of
States event
For ticket information, calk
871-1313 xBLUE.

Where:
ELKS LODGE
1331 - 18th Ave. S.

ter Cooper, the legendary Al
Downing and the Tampa Bay

Evening Of Jazz

Jazz Association, singer Theo
Valentin, soulful crooner Ernest
Peterson, instrumentalists Bop
Jackson and the Purple Shades

When:
March 28, 1997

and sax man Tyrone Johnson
and Friends are this year’s
headliners.
The Evening of Jazz is the
association’s annual fundraiser

Time:
9:00 PM - 1:30 AM

and proceeds from the program
will help the more than 80 fam
ilies in St Petersburg who have
someone in their family suffer
ing from Sickle Cell Anemia.

Donation:
$3.00

1 The organization’s community
■ programs and services include:
i a wishing fund, an annual

Beverly Hills will never be the some.

1 Christmas luncheon and party,
educational presentation, scholi

arships, sickle cell counseling,

ST. PETERSBURG - The
St Petersburg chapter of the
Sickle Cell Disease Association

hosting a very special 5th annu- j
al Evening ofJazz on Sunday,
April 6 from 6 to 9 pm at the

is observing its 25th

Skyway Inn Hotel 600 34th

anniversary this year. In com

Street S.
Renowned saxophonist Bus

ofAmerica

memoration, the organization is

TV/Boombox Giveaway
and Door Prizes

WtMIO

"BHtlin

trj
«M dim -mum UBl
urn KN) MOOT BBI
MIK mum
I
iMtraiM fflMTOM“«iio«i)

ed, gidde cell screenings and
ferriily assistance.

fflwuOTamMAU

««•!——1

Tickets may be purchased by

©MCMXCV1 New Line PiodudnuB, he Al H«shfc taenbd.

I moanU

calling the local sickle cell hot
line at 896-2355 or from any'
member of the local chapter’s;
board of directors.

wi

mu

sickle cell summer camp, limit

Buster Cooper

(Tickets at the door)

MM

xvne
CROSSROADS 8
66THST &22NDAVEN
347-3379

■

«

.
PINEIUS6
,
3690 70TH AVENUE NORTH
525-6627

nu vice
PALM HARBOR 10 r
37912 U ? HIGHWAY 19 NORTH
‘>44-2282

Music bv Lady WC”

'
CLEARWATER S
Clearwater Mall
796-2329

MOVIES al CLEARWATER
-27419 U S HWY 19 N
797-4856
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College Students Donate
Spring Break

PSTA Observes
National Library Week
CLEARWATER - A li
brary is a library. Everybody

chosen cities was St Peters

Every year, hundreds of thou

burg. Thankgoodness for vol

sands of spring breakers head
to warm and sunny climates
not to just have fun, but to pro

unteer centers like the \blunteer Action Center that pro
vides all kinds of volunteer

vide volunteer services to

assistance. The VAC was in

non-profit
organizations.
They travel to various parts of

touch with Savannah College
and that’s how the group

break to work in the community and youth at the Sander-

the US and one of this year’s

came to the Sanderlin Center,

lin Center. The kids had big

2335 22nd Avenue S, March
17-20. The Sanderlin Center

fun, something they will
never forget because they

The Sanderlin Center, a
family, neighborhood and

was truly delighted to have the

were a part of a mural as they

safe place for youth, provides

students and staff from Savan-

training programs, services

nah College of Ait and De-

expressed themselves through
painting and hand prints. The

sign to donate their spring

mural symbolizes unity in our

ty or anyone in need. The cen-

community. We welcome the

ter is funded by the Juvenile

community to come and view
the mural

Welfare Board of Pinellas

and referrals to the communi-

County. For information on
programs and services, call
the center at 321-9444.

Cochran Keynotes
Alumni Banquet

These categories apply to programs designed solely
for children:
3AU Children. This program is designed to be approipriate for all children. Whether animated or live| action, the themes and elements in this pro

gram are specifically designed for a very
young audience, including children from ages
2-6. This program is not expected to frighten
younger children.

| Directed to Older Children. This program is
1designed for children age 7 and above. It may be

or school bus.” PSTA will

Library Week April 14-19,

offer a similar complimentary

called the school library is

school kids traveling together

program during National

now called the media center.

with their classmates can ride

Children’s Book Week Nov.

And many kids weaned on

17-21.

personal computers and their

a regularly-scheduled Pinellas
Suncoast Transit Authority

software have never set foot

bus free to their local public

more than 30 in the group, be

inside a real functioning pub

libraries. From kindergarten

lic library. You may remem
ber the kind that smells a bit

through high school classes
which meet certain require

accompanied by five chaper
ons or less, make reservations
with PSTA at least one week

musty, keeps old newspapers
and periodicals on microfilm

ments can take advantage of
the free bus rides.

in advance of the trip and

and even maintains a card

‘This is a way for us to help

with the library program.

index for some references.

introduce Pinellas kids to their

Only one group can travel on

Well for all those school
kids who have never been to a

local public library as well as

any trip at the same time.

to the concept of using public

Groups travel on board PSTA

real library, who have yet to
ever-unfolding

transit to meet their transportation needs,” says Jill Cappa-

available basis. No special

world of knowledge, adven

doro, director of marketing for

buses will be dispatched.

ture, even the romance that

PSTA “We hope to plant in

can be found in a folly func

their minds that there are other

For more information or to
make areservation, call PSTA
at 530-9921.

10 More Mustangs
Down The Gate
left in the corral” Mann said.

Gurke, St Augustine; Win
ston Hibbert, Plant Qty; Wil-

announces that 10 more 1997

“Don’t miss the last chance to
buy $5 worth of Lotto tickets

Ford Mustang GT convert

so you can win one of these

Rita C. Montville, Dunedin

ibles have been given away to

beautiful cars!”

TALLAHASEE - Lottery
Secretary

Marcia

Mann

lucky J jotto players in the

liam Lott, Jacksonville Beach;
and Grover M.K. O’Hare,

Here are the winners:

ing Mr. Cocham,” said Irene

10 left but the last roundup is

Pt. Orange; June Collier

Nelson-HoIden, WORD chair.

drawing near.

Daniel Pensacola; LuAnn

Sunday, March 30. The last
drawing will be held on Fri-

Franklin, Pace; Daniel M.

day, April 10, so mail in your

Fund, St. Petersburg; Charles

ticket now.

Cochran began his career in
Los Angeles where he was
assigned to the criminal division. After three years, the attor
ney founded Cochran, Atkins
& Evans, a practice handling

General Audience. Most parents would find this
I program suitable for all ages. Although this rating
does not signify a program designed specifically for

The next 10 winners have
been drawn, Mann says.
“There are still 10 Mustangs

If you are
what you eat,
why not cut

American Heart
Association
Fighting Heart Disease

back on fat?

criminal and civil cases.

children, most parents may let younger children

It contains little
or no violence, no strong language and little or
no sexual dialogue or situations.
Parental Guidance Suggested. This program may

Since the beginning of his

watch this program unattended.

career in law, Cochran has been
making history. Among his

contain some material that some parents would find
unsuitable for younger children. Many parents may
want to watch it with their younger children. The

notable feats was his success in
obtaining the jury verdict in a

The
program may contain infrequent coarse lan
guage, limited violence, some suggested sexual
dialogue and situations.
IParents Strongly Cautioned. This program may

police misconduct case in 1982
that led to negotiating a record

| contain some material that many parents would find
unsuitable for children under 14 years of age.
Parents are strongly urged to exercise greater care
in monitoring this program and are cautioned
against letting children under the age of 14 watch

This year’s WORD activities

theme itself may call for parental guidance.

Clfet Peninsula.

NOW OPEN IN

Ce<rfo(7d._-

OUR NEW
LOCATION AT:

400 - 49th ST. SO.

settlement with the state of
California
will also indude a golf tourna

Atty. Johnnie L. Cochran, Jr.
TALLAHASSEE- Johnnie

unattended.

DEADLINE

regular routes on a space

Friday, Feb. 21 and ends on

1963 as deputy city attorney for

These categories apply to programs
designed for the entire audience:

NEWS

the

university to participate.”

consider the suitability of this program for their very
young children.

1 cally designed to be viewed by adults and therefore
may be unsuitable for children under 17. This pro
gram may contain mature themes, profane lan
guage, graphic violence, and explicit sexual
content.

coordinate their arrival time

Margaret M. Brady, St.

exhilirating one for Tallahassee.

J Mature Audiences Only. This program is specifi-

To qualify, a class must be

Augustine; Karen A Cabot,

We encourage all alumni of the

This program may contain sophis
ticated themes, sexual content, strong lan
guage and more intense violence.

tion besides a private vehicle

In observance of National

IV promotion. There are still

developmental skills needed to distinguish between

1

modes of surface transporta

Florida Lottery’s Lottomobile

| more appropriate for children who have acquired the

Themes and elements
in this program may include mild physical or
comedic violence, or may frighten children
under the age of 7. Therefore, parents may wish to

deal

Jacksonville
Lottomobile IV began on

“The evening promises to be an

make-believe and reality.

tioning library, here’s a real

knows that right?
Maybe. What used to be

savor
ST. PETERSBURG -

L Cochran Jr, the lead attorney

dedication (WORD) activities

ment, shopping tour in Panama
City, distinguished alumni

in April.

awards ceremony, class meet

Cochran will keynote the

OJ. Simpson, Michael Jackson

alumni rededication banquet on

and Reginald Denny, will

Friday, April 25 at The Moon at

For table reservations for the

speak during the Florida A&M

banquet and information, call

University national alumni

7 pm.
“The highlight of WORD

association’s weekend of re-

activities is the banquet featur

4

PM

MONDAY

RestauMnd fdAorkil
iufwt

fauk fay

NEW HOURS:

Mon. - Sat.
11:00 AM-9 PM

forty rum &r
cw ts iftgorjf

ing, president’s luncheon, a ball

for high profile trials involving

IS

and a picnic in Quincy.

Closed Sunday

2 Phone Lines For Your Convenience

327-8309 & 328-8309

904-599-3861.

(813) 898-8129

?W!pi?|pIRii^Wi^E^l?W?^?iy1f/Ip7g1?Tpjp1pipipvr[dtgrarai?iigE^ig!?iigpjptBiiaRipiizj(tifeiiai

New Location

You! Can Hake A
Difference - help
support our
paper by
patronizing our
advertisers!

World of Nails Hair Salon
2526 Central Ave.
St. Petersburg, FL 33713

(813) 328-8303
Mon. - Fri.
9:00 a.m.-7:00 p.m.

_

....... ........ ..... .....SATURDAY

Owner Ms. Eula

9:00 a.m,5:oo p.m.

37 4th Street North • St. Petersburg, FL 33701

Designer

Center Stage Unisex Salon
2529 - 34th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33711
Phone 327-4074

We CARRY A Full Line Of Design
EssenTials, Wave By Design, Dudleys And
Many OTher Fine Hair Care Products

MAY GOD BLESS

STYLISTS
Pam &
Nicole
WALK-INS
WELCOME

17

“Return This Ad for a 10% Discount"
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New Jersey, Willie Dawson of

Henley of Saluda, Nancy Bowman

Philadelphia, Pauline and Dee of St

of Brooklyn, NY Rudy Linder of

St. Pete

Petersbuig; brother Robert of St

Valdosta, GA; 10 grandchildren, four

Petersburg several grandchildren.

great grands and one great great

Final Rites

Qeal Funeral Home, St Petersburg

grand. Creal Funeral Home, St
Petersbuig _____

0 igiaaaislsiaiaisiaisiai]
i Gainesville
i
ii Final Rites
Pl

_

DUNLAP, FLOYD, died March
HARRIS, 1ZENER, died March

14. Survivors include his son Phillip

13. Survivors indude his wife Willie;
daughter Tonya

ofJackson, IN; daughter Betty Met

Morrow; son

calf of Gary, IN; a brother Ernest

bom Dec. 18,1990; died March 16,

Helen Ayers and husband Ardine,

1997. Survivors indude his mother

Early Harris and husband Jessie and

Albeitique Fields; his father Santana

Etta Johnson, all of St Petersburg

Cooper, sistersAshley, Ravyn Coop

and Leona Teddleton of Texas;

er; JHI-Myria Banks and Angelique

brother Otis Lee Harris and wife

Bryant, all of St Petersburg maternal

Jean, Detroit; 12 grandchildren.

grandmother Mary Fields of Orlan

Smith Funeral Home, St Petersburg

BENNETT, ASREE, died March

KINSLER, DOTHEN1A, died

7. Survivors include her daughters

March 16. Survivors indude her

GloriaNicholsofWest Lake, Patricia

daughters and sons-in-law Doris and

Bennett of Qtra and Qaretha Sams

Robert Thylor of Ocala, Betty and

of Georgia; sons Matthew Bennett of

James Powers of Jacksonville and

, Lakeland and Willie Roper of Sparr,

Patricia Kinsler of St Petersburg;

sisters Katherine Durden and Star-

sons Horace and James Kinsler of

letha Thorton of Qtra; 25 grandchil

Gainesville, Lawrence and Joseph

dren, 18 great grandchildren. Chest-

Kinsler of St Petersburg; 29 grand

nut Funeral Home, Gainesville__

children, .16 great grandchildren;

BUTLER, BEULAH McFad

brothers and spouses Odell and
Celestine

her husband Gussie; daughters Joy

Lubertha Jones of Ocala, Sammie

Banks, Cheryl McFadden; stepchil

* and Pearl Jones of Gainesville, Fred

dren Judy Martin, Portia Butler, Hor-

die and Deborah Jones of Tallahas

atio and Steven Butler, several

see; sisters and spouses Jerlene and

were held on March 22 Survivors

grandchildren; brothers Carlton Sur

Eugene Gainey, Pinkey and Louis

indude his wife Patricia; sots Neav-

rency and Candice, Russell and Lav-

Hathcock and Rosa Lee Elliott, all of

el Jr or Racine, WI, Rashid Ali of

em Surrency, Winston and Veronica

Gainesville.

New York Qty, Marvin and wife

Haris of Georgia; mother-in-law

tkme, Ocala____________

Bernadette of Milwaukee, Dion and

Mary Butler of South Carolina.

SAVAGE WILLIE (Monk), died

wife Carol of Oldsmar, daughters

Chestnut Funeral Home, Gainesville

March 16. Survivors indude his wife

Dunlap of Largo; sister Hazel

ris, all of St Petersburg sisters Cora
Robinson, DessieHaugabook, Mary

Wilkins of Qearwater, two step
PHILLIPS, EARL J, died March

daughters;

14. Survivors indude his mote

three

grandchildren.

Young’s Funeral Home, Qearwater

Geneva Phillips of St Petersburg
sots Troy Phillips and wife Pamela,

Joe Lee Graier and wife Monica,
Tyrone Craier, all of St Petersburg
daughters Connie Pierce and hus
band Lewis of Madison, Margaret

do; paternal grandmother Juanita

Graier of St Petersburg a sister

Dials of St Petersburg; grandfather

Pauline Johnson of Philadelphia;

James Cooper Jr of St Petersburg;

several grandchildren and great

great grandmothers Erma Cooper

grandchildren Creal Funeral Home,

and Ola Mae Hudson of St Peters

St Petersburg

Roderick Wilkerson; parents Wesley
and Willie Mae Wilkerson; sisters
Qaretha (Willis( FIdge of Martin,
Barbara Wilkerson, Verna Mae
(Jimmy) Johnson and Maigret Wilk

Summers

Funeral

erson of Ocala; brothers Wesley
(Vivian) Wilkerson of Fairfield,
Thomas (Glenda) Wilkerson of
Lowell, Sterling (Donna) Wilkerson
of Ocala, Elliott (Brenda) Wilkerson
of Qtra, Reginald Wilkerson, Hubert
Lee

(Sistory) Wilkerson,

Mark

(Qystal) Wilkerson, all of Ocala.

Loubertha of Fairfield; daughters
and sons-in-law Joyce and Hubulec

great grandchildren. Creal Funeral

Blunt of Flemington, I illic Billips,

Home, St Petersburg

Eula and Lonie Edwards of Red

Don’t think of him as

dick, Carrie and James Turner of

gone away — his jour

Clearwater

Cunningham’s

Final Rites

Funeral

Home,

Ocala

Wilmington, DR Alice and James

ney’s just begun;

Mason of Ocala Mary Johnson.

life holds so many
facts —

Palsy and Javis of Fairfield; sons and

CRITTON, WELUE died March
14. Survivors indude his sons Willie

Herman and

March 15. Survivors indude her son

Denia of St Petersburg and Eliza

great aunts. Smith Funeral Hofne, St
_______

Jones,

WILKERSON, IRENE, died

beth of Chicago; 11 grandchildren, 3

burg; seven uncles, six aunts, three

Petersburg

Final Rites

den, died Mardi & Survivors include

Bobby Wilson; mother Rendy Har

COOPER, DONTREALE (Jug),

Ocala

spouses Jerry and Millie Elmore of

this earth is only one.
Just think of him as

Jr. and Terrance Critton; daughter

Wishington, DC, Willie and Diane

Rhonda Critton; brothers Robert,

Savage of Ocala; sisters Marie and

resting

husband Lorenzo Wishington of

from the sorrows and

Frederick and Albert Critton; sistas

ANDERSON, HERMAN Jr,

FLEMING, LESLIE, died March

Rosalie More, Essie Messam and

died March3. Survivors include his

14. Survivors include daughters

Jeanette Richardson; 13 grandchil

wife Lillie; daughters Angela and

Lashara Quenay, Tequesha Shaylee

dren, one great granddaugther. deal

Tracy Anderson; sons Steven, Ricky

arid Dezarae Butler of Qearwater,

Funeral Home, St Fetasbuig

and Herman Anderaon DI, all of

March 13. Survivors include his sons

sister Shawna Fleming; brother

Clearwater, brothers Willie Sm ith of

Lamar Wiliams and wife Mattie of

Ramous FlemingJr. and wife Kenet-

Gainesville, Lavrni Williams, Tony

DUKES, VILLA MAE Fmal
rites were held on March 22. Sur
vivors include her sons James Dukes
and wife Ava, Fred Dukes of St
Petersburg, John Salph and wife
Alice of Safety Harbor, daughters
Maude Eva Basoomb of Safety Har
bor and Marie Dukes of Clearwater,
30 grandchildren, 16great grandchil
dren, 7 great great grandchildren,
deal Funeral Home, St Petersburg
GRANTUNG, ANNIE MAE,
died March 15. Survivors indude
her children Tamalyn and husband
Fredrick Richardson, St Petersburg
Charmine and husband Keith
Haynes, Lafayette Rouse, Shantrel

KELLY, ROOSEVELT, died

Sacramento, CA and Tommie Lee

Mandi 14. Survivors indude hiswife

Anderson of Georgia; sLsteis Dcretha

Patricia; stepsons Antwain, Fabian,

Tucker of Qearwater and Rosa Lee

Robert and Ralph, all of St Peters

na; sisters Mamie Kelly of Quincy,
Annie Kelly of Gretna, Bertha Har

children, one great grandchild; half-

sadness

sister Addie Hall of Gainesville.

can really pass away.

Hardy Jr. ofGeorgia; brothers Joseph

Chestnut Funeral Home, Gainesville

And think of him as

ROBINSON, CLARENCE, died

son Wmdell Smith; daughters Gloria

Petersburg; aunts Mary Trmmons

and husband Bill Jeter of Bristol,

and Jerry Miller of Rochester, NY

give sislets-in-law and five brothers-

Irma Daniels, Dorinda Carwell,

and Audry Cooper ofTexas; cousins

in-law. Creal Funeral Home, St

Geraldine and husband Gregory

Napoleon Sitmons and wife Hendri-

Thomas, all of St Petersburg broth-

etta of Newark, Angres Chapman

ets Lonnie Smith of Camden, NJ,

James Smith of Brooklyn, NY and

and wife Lois, Alma Roberson and
Samuel Payne, all of St Petersburg.

Frank Smith of Saluda, SC; sisters

Wxxfy’s Funeral Home, Clearwater

Green and wife Cheryl of Tampa,

living

Daniel Hardy of Atlanta, Jesse

in the hearts of those

Hardy of Georgia, David Hardy and

ters Betty Smith of Newark, NJ,

PRAYS TOGETHER
STAYS TOGETHER!

Elizabeth Williams of Ithca, NY
Charlotte Sawyer and husband ha of
Rochester; NY Mae Ieckey of Itha
ca.

Wxxly’s

Funeral

he touched...
For nothing loved is
ever lost —
and he was loved so
much.

Ellen Brenneman

Home,

Clearwater

SERVING THE FAMILIE S
OF OUR COMMUNITY

■ n I ■>■■■■> .4 .■'■ ■■■■■—-i-n. 1

Young’s

Hone, St Petersburg

funeral
How wonderful are the

U‘

works of the Lord, espe
cially His creation, mankind. The miracle of
birth...the look of awe on
a child’s face...the beau
ty of enduring love...
these are all revelations
of that Spirit which cre
ated each and every one
of us. How often do you
think of thanking God
for all that He has given
you?

AX

“Quality and Service”

* 4^

f

/ Home

A Full Service Firm

Robert C. Young
Funeral Director
Since 1975

Charles S. Chestnut, III, L.F.D. • Charles S. Chestnut, INV, L.F.D.
Larry M. Saunders, L.F.D.
18 N.W. 8th Avenue
(352)372-2537
P.O.Box 592
(352)377-6128
Gainesville, FL 32602
i Fax: (352) 377-5678

PATIERSON, M YRUTH. Fmal
vivors indude his daughter Patricia

(Corner So. Greenwood Ave.
& Howard)

and husband Anthony of Jack

Clearwater, FL

sonville; stepson Stevie of New Jer
sey; asters Cassie, Stella, Mittie of

A CHOICE YOU CAN
MAKE WITH
CONFIDENCE
At Your Time of Need and
Before the Need ArIses

1005 Howard Street

rites were held on March 24. Sur

442-3588

(

Summers Funeral Home

-—CUNNINGHAM’S----Funeral Home P.A.
“Your ''rien ds Who Care” •

r

1534 - 18th Avenue S outh
St. Petershurg, Florida

SERVING THE MARION COUNTY COMMUNI
TIES SINCE 1953 AT AFFORDABLE PRICES

(813) 894-2266

“Personalized with the Utmost Dignity,
Confidence and Understanding.”

1QQ& Recipient of St. Petersburg Beautification Award
“TAKING TIME TO SERVE OTHERS”

LINCOLN MEMORIAL GARDENS
WITH PERPETUAL CARE
CREMATION IS AVAILABLE

Limousine Rente! Service
351-0566
2238 NW 10th St.
Ocala

The family that

wife Beverly of Stone Mountain; sis

Gertrude Simmons and Katie Lee

six grandchldren. deal Funeral

that we could know,

of North Carolina; father King

March 17. Survivors indude his

Parker and husband Michel, Atlanta;

, wishing

ham’s Funeral Home, Ocala

Atlanta; daughters Delores Wilson,

son-in-law Rachel and Lonnie Giles

cousin Barbara Washington of St

Frank, St Petersburg Della Mae

48 great grandchildren. Cunning

days and years.
Think how he must be

dren; mote-in-law Anna Mae Hall

Survivors indude his wife Carrie; a

sisters Elsie Mae Taylor and husband

Baker of Reddick; 46 grandchildren,

of Georgia. Young’s Funeral Home,

Kelly of Nashville, TN and Johnny

KemeyonTrice, all of St Petersburg;

brother McKinley and Hatfiebelle

today,

SMTTH, WILLIE, died March 12.

and Yatira Trice, Dorion Rouse,

and comfort
where there are no

how nothing but our

He was ordained a deacon in 1970.

Petersburg

Mackey Wiliams of Blkhton;

liams, all of Gainesville; 12 grand

all of New Jersey; brothers John

law Ella Bell Height, Millen, GA;

Home, Qearwater

and wife Cassandra of

Lareatha Martin of Jacksonville,

Vmessa, Venice and Diane Wil

Houise Williams, Lillie Jean Kelly,

Kelly of St Petersburg mother-in-

Willians

died

HARDY TED, died March 12

Clearwater

vey of St Petersburg Rosa Lindsey,

ta of Jacksonville. Young’s Funeral

MOSES,

the tears
in a place of warmth

Survivors include his daughter and

Anderson of I argo; five grandchil

burg his mother Carrie Kelly, Gret

WILLIAMS,

Qtra, Willie Mae Rose of Reddick,

Lillie T. Shelton L.F.D.
Alvis Summers L.F.D.
Notary Public

A.L. CUNNINGHAM

Licensed Funeral
Directors

732-5353

THE WEEKLY
CHALLENGER
2500 Dr. M.L. King Street, St. Petersburg, FL 33705
f
MAIL SUBSCRIPTIONS
$30.00 - Yearly • $15.00 - 6 Months

434 N.W. Martin Luther King Jr. Ave., Ocala, FL

Creal Funeral
Homes
Seventh Avenue Chapel
1940 7th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712

’’Do you really think that your family
knows your feelings about your funeral?”
One ofthe most uncomfortable
feelings is that oftalking about your
own funeral. Think about it—ifyou
don’t talk about it now, your family
will have to guess about how you
wanted your remains handles. Isn’t it
good knowing that you can arrange
for your funeral ahead of time and
with a monthly payment plan that best
meets your budget?

Name
Address
City ___

State

Zip Code

Phone
Is this a renewal? ____ If so, who is your carrier?
Due to the rising cost of printing, ,
Carrier Delivery will now be:
x 1 Year - $18.00
6 Months - $9.00

Dr M.L King St. Chapel
2025 Dr. M.L. King street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33705
State Approved Pre-Funeral
Arrangement Plan
i Burial Service» Funeral Service
Cremation Service • Shipping Service

Make checks payable to: The Weekly Challenger

Serving From Jlvo Convenient Locations

Call Us....

McRae Funeral Home
1940 Martin Luther King Jr. Street South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33705
(813) 895-6005
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Classified Ads... Sure to get results!
PICK OF
THE
WEEK!

LOTTO
FLO R 1 p A

LABOR

MARKET

IN

FORMATION SPECIALIST -

wiped Our?

Location:

Pinellas

Park. Analyzing local labor
market; develop & write re
ports, proposals & grant applications. College grad or
AA +

9-11-19
27-33-40

1 yr. related exp.

Ability to define problems,
collect data, establish facts &
communicate conclusions.
Excellent oral and written
comm, skills. Computer
skills - prefer MS Word/

CASH 3

Excel/Access. Resume dead
line 5:00 p.m., 3/31/97. HR,

900 238 547
139
161 553 436

Career Options, 13770 58th
St. N., #312, Clearwater, FL
34620 EOE

EARN BIG MONEY AT
HOME. BE YOUR OWN
BOSS. Change your life.
Send $2 for S&H to: B.
Wright,

8-6 7-5 4-2
3-2 6-1 3-4

P.O.

Box

2622,

Largo, FL 33779-2622.

RECEPTIONIST - position
provides initial contact with
clients and offers administrative support to the Marriage
and
Family
Counseling
Agency. Collects all client
fees, coordinates parenting
classes and special monthly
events, provides administra
tive support as needed to
agency. Requires high school
diploma or equivalent, three
years of administrative support experience, proficient in
word processing and database software applications.
Hiring range $15,990-19,110
($8.20-9.80/HR). Applications/Resumes to Personnel,
Juvenile Welfare Board,
6698-68th Ave. N., Pinellas
Park! FL 33781-5060 no
later than 4/2/97.

CLERICAL - Location: St.
Petersburg. Duties include:
receptionist; clerical support
to staff. HS grad or GED; 3545 worn; office machines;
familiarity with MS Word,
Excel, Access; good verbal

Join in the celebration
of His rebirth! Let’s pray to
gether for another year
of everlasting love.

CiEAwy h’s TIme To Call
THe Alto Safety Hotune*
800-424-9393
The toll-free Auto Safely
Hotline is your chance to help the
government identify safely prob
lems in cars, trucks, and automotive
equipment If a safety-related de
fect is identified, the manufacturer

Full Time Announcer - Pro
duction capability a must.
Send tape & resume to
Johnny Williams, Program
Director,
WLVU,
6214
Springer Drive, Port Richey,
FL 34668.

Car Jack Alamis
CALL

U.S. Department of Transportation
NdondMt^MfeScMyAdmMMton

Today, Director of the Delaware
State Police Crime Lab.

AUTO SECURITY
-NSOUND
(813)323-5959
1427 34th St. S.

ATTENTION
Hefore buying, building or rennt tiling
commercial or residential properly
Having problems with:
Zoning • Board «»f \dju-,rmt'Til (BOA)
t.m irorimcnlal Development Conimis-iuii

(EDC) • Code Enforcement
Building Drpt. - Permits

For information, contact us at
1-800-WCC-4-G1RLS or at http://www.academlc.org.

Expect the best from a girl.

to review these tips from the Sleep
Products Safety Council and get a

Consult with us first. Call for an
appointment noir.

THAT'S WHAT YOU'LL CET.

good night's sleep.

3/31/97. HR, Career Options,
13770 58th St. N„ #312,
Clearwater, FL 34620 EOE

CAR-JACKING
FOR INFORMATION ON

Julie Willey, age 13.

any other time. Please take a minute

Resume deadline 5:00 p.m.,

Is A Dangerous Problem

will conduct a recall and fix the prob
lem at no cost to the owner. Your Gall
gels the' process started and can help
keep unsafe vehicles off the road.

Please Support
Your Local
Advertisers

More residential fires occur at
night while families sleep than at

and written comm, skills.

• Don'tsmokeinbed.
before the 1973 Federal Mattress

of the Florida suncoast

A Unique Profession!!
Hands-on care of the
terminally ill.
Accepting Applications
RNs, LPNs
(FL License Required)
& HHA./CNAs
(Both FL cert, needed)
586-4432
300 E. Bay Drive
Largo, FL 33770 3770

CITY OF
ST. PETERSBURG
Employment Division
Office is Located at

One 4th St. N., 4th Floor
Mon., Wed., Fri. Only
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

News Deadline

WAG DESIGNS

women’s College Coalition

• Throw away any mattresses made

Hospice

2515 - 15th Ave. S., St. Pete 33712
(813) 327-1935

is 4 PM
Monday

Flammability Standard—it
requires resistance to cigarette

PHOTOS BY
BILL THOMAS

ignition.
• Install and maintain smoke
detectors in your hpme.

For All Your Photo Needs
BILL THOMAS PHOTOS

• Create a family fire-escape plan.

A public service of this publication and the
Sleep Products Safety Council.

@

1 BELIEVE THAT THE UNARMED
TRUTH AND UNCONDITIONAL LOVE
WILL HAVE THE FINAL WORD IN
REALITY* I STILL BELIEVE THAT WE
SHALL OVERCOME*"
-MARTIN LUTHER KINA# JR*

Weekly Challenger *896-2922
Home - 825-0384
Church Events * Banquets
School Activities * Weddings
Sorority or Fraterriity.Activities

While Mars remains retrograde in Virgo, health matters claim center stage. Fine-tuning your diet may be in
order. Beautiful aspects will make you feel
loved like never before; your glowing
mood will be positively contagious.

Sports * Reunions
GALLAHYWE
jday

Taurus

©r Haem

April 20 to May 20
The Sun-Venus conjunction on
the 2nd will make you lucky in love and
games of chance. Play your hunches,
whether its sending him flowers or buying
a lottery ticket Under enthusiasm-boost
ing stars, you’ll move mountains at work.

igiBlBIBlBIBlBjgjBlBJBIBlBfBlBBIBlBlBIBlBIBlgtBIglBlBIBI

Gemini
May 21 to June 21
As the zodiac’s best communi
cator, you’re rarely at a loss for words. And
with Jupiter and Uranus enhancing these
skills, something you say this week could
draw others closer to you. Friendly gettogethers are favored on the 2nd and 3rd.

Do YOU HAVE
SOMETHING YOU'D
LIKE TO SELL?
WHY NOT
ADVERTISE IT IN THE

Cancer

• SIZE: 1,284 square feet - 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, 2-car garage.
• STANDARD FEATURES: Concrete block/stucco construction. Vaulted ceilings in

WEEKLY

living/dining, kitchen and master bedroom. Plant shelves in foyer. Mica cabinets,

Challenger?
YOU'LL BE HAPPY

Kenmore appliances. Ceramic tile in both baths. Landscape and fully sodded lot.

FINALLY... UPPER CRUST LIVING THAT DOESN’T
TAKE A LOT OF MONEY!

TO SEE HOW

In this era of high cost living, it is good to know that you can expect the concept of the

REASONABLE OUR

custom home. Select, or we will select, a plan for you, and let our designers create and

I

al landscaping of our homes are matched only by the charm and comfort of the interior
designs. We create with nature in mind... Also, you can receive the same quality in our

Call 896-2922
OR COME IN TODAY:

2500 9th St.

S.

St. Petersburg

room addition designs.
We’re making luxury living more affordable than you may have ever thought possible
as a result of thousands of dollars in discounts.
Sound incredible? Well, in today’s market it is. In fact, we challenge you to find a more
attractive design and lifestyle for the money. So hurry and compare because demands are
on the rise and here is your only opportunity to enjoy luxury living without spending a
lot of dough.

NOTARY SERVICES & PERMIT

We welcome
your letters
to the editor.

SERVICES AVAILABLE

WAG DESIGNS

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGNERS

A division of WAG Enterprises

CONSULTANTS & PLANNERS

2515 15th Avenue South • St. Pete, FL 33712

(813)327-1935

*

Project Management

Scorpio
October 23 to November 21
On the 1st, nimble Mercury
moving into opposition could inspire a
delightfully impromptu getaway with your
mate. Prepare for a passion overload on
the 4th; spend some time pampering
yourself to look extra-special.

Sagittarius

November 22 to December 21
With Neptune in your money
zone, examine investment opportunities
closely. Until now, you may have felt like
a loner, but positive stars are sending
new friends to brighten your life. On the
29th, love will make your heart sing.

December 22 to January 19
When Venus conjuncts Saturn
on the 31st, your heart will overflow with
the exhilarating power of love; share your
feelings with someone special. Pleasant,
long-awaited news will arrive on the 1st.
Travel is favored all week.

July 23 to August 22
On the 30th, the Sun-Saturn
conjunction fuels your ambition, bringing
career goals into focus; you’ll accomplish
whatever you set your mind to. Romance
glows on the 1st—heed Cupid’s call with
a candlelight dinner for two.

January 20 to February 18
With Jupiter and Uranus helping you relinquish the past, your emotional life will shift into high gear. You’ll find it
easier than expected to change your attitude and your life. Lovely aspects on the
2nd and 3rd will boost your confidence.

3® Vlr«September 22
di August
23Ito!
When Mercury moves

into
J”
When Mei
Taurus on the 1st, a friend could help
you make a breakthrough—listen to her
advice^ After important financial news
arrives on the 2nd, you may want to treat
yourself to a shopping spree.

Is
i

i
i

!
I
1

1

Capricorn

June 22 to July 22
An active Moon keeps you
busy and highlights your gift for nurturing.
On the 29th and 30th, a group of friends
or relatives could gather around your table
for some home-cooked fare. Give your
mate a little extra TLC on the 31st.

modify a plan to suit you... Our handsomely styled exterior and the tasteful profession

RATES ARE.

While happy stars enhance
your sense of humor, you’ll be giddy with
joie de vivre. Venus in your marriage sector is sending you to a romantic seventh
heaven! Aspects in your dream zone may
be sending important psychic messages.

Aquarius

Pisces
February 19 to March 20
Illuminating moonglow in your
sign on the 4th may trigger a thrilling
romantic encounter. His surprising declaration of love could rock your world;
keep an open mind. Bright aspects are
helping you find work more fulfilling.

i
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Tribute To Black Cowboys A Great Success
by Ingnd Bethel_______ •

TAMPA- Phyllis Da’Kidd
and Da Posse have done it
again! As promised, Saturday
evening’s annual Salute to
Blade Cowboys provided an
exciting and entertaining production. Da’Kidd, also known
as Dr. Phyllis Tucker (local
celeb/author) was as radiant as
ever, singing and dancing live
in concert, while accompanied
by the energetic backup of her
dancers, Da Posse.
The show featured original
material and choreography and
special surprises included a
slide presentation on the history
of famous black cowboys.
Tucker’s unique blend of hip
hop, country and western, pop/
rock/rap music with rhythm
and blues feel, coupled with
light-hearted and inspirational
skits/storytelling, put her pro
duction in a class all by itself.
Members of Da Posse are
Kierria Moore, Ky$tal Gordon,
Trflany Papka, Cindy Bartalo,
Philetha Tucker-Johnson, Irene
Srmmons, Deronda Green,
Phyllis Da’Kidd. Jr. Posse
Dancers are Gioia Bartalo,
Chrisin Pennington, Adria P.
Johnson, Travis Burnett Green,
Ebony Williams and Elexis
Williams.
Promising an even bigger
and better show next year; Phyllis Da’Kidd, Da Posse, Brown
Sugar Cowgirls and Junior
Posse look forward to saddling
up soon in preparation to hold
you captive again in ‘98. If it,
gets any better, we’ll be in for a
mighty big treat
Here’s a salute to Phyllis
Da’Kidd and crew! Thanks for
the thrill! Looking ahead to the
next one!

We’re writing new chapters
in the special way we treat
our patients everyday.
One hospital in this community has been caring for seniors
since they were juniors—Bayfront Medical Center. For more
than 90 years, we’ve been providing what it takes to make you
feel better every day of your life. Level II trauma services, the
kind we hope you’ll never need. Advanced medical technology
for rehabilitation, caneer treatment, and diagnostics, the kind
that is second to none. But equally important, our doctors and
nurses truly believe in treating each patient with the expertise,
dignity and compassion they deserve. Does that make us a
if special kind of hospital? We think it does. After all. we’ve been
caring professionals in this community for a lifetime. And who
knows how to treat you better than someone who really cares.
Call (813) 823-1234 for more information.

Bayfront

Medical Center

No one treats you better.

